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Abstract
In this thesis we describe all-fibre devices that can be used for manipulating modes
in a range of applications. The devices comprise an input and an output system and
rely on fibre transitions. If the transition is gradual enough to be adiabatic, we can
predict the behaviour of the output system depending only on the characteristics of
the input system. Some of these devices work in a mode-selective regime where each
input of the device excites a diﬀerent mode at the output. These devices can be used
to increase the data capacity of fibre networks where each mode can be used as an
independent data channel. We also demonstrate mode converters that convert light
to diﬀerent higher-order modes of a ribbon fibre and can be used to increase the peak
power transmitted in fibre lasers. Finally we describe devices that are non-mode-
selective and have several cores. These devices convert the modes of a multimode
core to the modes of a rectangular core made from individual fibres, These can be
used as a diﬀraction-limited input to a spectrograph to eliminate modal noise from
astronomical measurements.
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Optical fibres are dielectric waveguides that guide light from one end to the other
[1]. A conventional step-index fibre consists of a core and a cladding, Fig. 1-1(a).
By adjusting the parameters of the fibre (i.e. the core size and the refractive indices
of the core and cladding), we can fabricate conventional fibres that guide only the
fundamental mode for a range of wavelengths.
Another type of fibre considered in this thesis is the photonic crystal fibre (PCF)





Figure 1-1 (a) Conventional step-index fibre. (b) Photonic crystal
fibre.
2Devices fabricated in this thesis are based on fibre transitions. The simplest
example of a fibre transition is a conventional fibre that is narrowed down, Fig. 1-2.
By heat treating and pulling the fibre, we can change the characteristics of this fibre
for a region of interest that is usually a few centimetres long [3]. Here in Bath we
can modify the structure of fibres using a home-made taper rig (Chapter 3). In
Appendix A we include a "recipe book" with the parameters used to fabricate the
devices presented in this thesis.
untapered fibre transition final waist
Figure 1-2 A simple fibre taper transition.
We can use fibre transitions to connect an input system and an output system.
If the transition is gradual enough to be adiabatic, we can predict the behaviour of
the output system depending only on the characteristics of the input system [4].
The photonic lantern (Chapter 4), which is a very important device for this
thesis, is based on fibre transitions. This device connects a multicore structure and a
multimode core [5]. One way to make such a device is by taking several conventional
fibres to act as the multicore structure and threading them inside a fluorine doped
jacket. By tapering the whole structure down we can form an output multimode
core [6].
By carefully selecting the fibres that we use to form the photonic lantern we
can manipulate the behaviour of the device. Using diﬀerent diameter fibres, we can
selectively excite diﬀerent modes at the output of the device (Chapters 5, 8 and 9).
This can be very useful for telecommunication applications where each mode can
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be used as an independent data channel to increase the data capacity transmitted
through fibre networks [7].
In this thesis, we will also investigate how we can modify the structure of a
photonic crystal fibre (Chapter 3). By selectively pressurising and heat treating the
fibre, we can change its structure. This "hole control" technique is applied to form
fibre transitions in a photonic crystal fibre [8].
A multifibre non-mode-selective photonic lantern is also reported in this thesis.
To our knowledge, this lantern consists of the largest number of individual fibres (88)
stacked together in such a device.
Finally we report a device that can be used to reformat the light of a multimode
fibre to a "pseudo-slit" rectangular pattern that can be fed to a spectrograph. The
device can be used to eliminate modal noise in the direction of dispersion.
The devices described in this thesis can be used as low loss all-fibre components
for a range of applications such as telecommunications or astronomical instrumenta-
tion.
1.1 Thesis Structure
In this thesis we investigate all-fibre devices for mode manipulation.
In Chapters 2 and 3 we will review the basic properties of optical fibres in-
cluding diﬀerent types of fibres and fibre modes. Techniques for fabricating and
post-processing fibres will be introduced. These two Chapters should provide the
relevant basics which will later be built upon in subsequent Chapters.
In Chapter 3 we will explain the concept of fibre transitions and adiabaticity. All
devices described in this thesis are based in fibre transitions between two systems.
In Chapter 4, we will give an overview of an important device, the photonic lantern,
which is governed by adiabaticity. A photonic lantern connects a multicore system
and a multimode system through a lossless transition.
Devices fabricated using the hole control technique in PCF are reported in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. A mode-selective photonic lantern which can multiplex three modes is
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discussed in Chapter 5. The device consists of three input cores leading through a
transition to a merged output core. Light from each of these input cores excites a
diﬀerent mode at the output core.
In Chapter 6, devices in PCF that can convert the input mode of a single mode
core to linear higher-order modes of diﬀerent order are investigated.
The devices described in Chapters 5 and 6 have input cores less than 10 µm apart.
Therefore, it is diﬃcult to couple light to each of the input cores independently. In
Chapter 7, we demonstrate a "fan-out" device that can separate the individual cores
and allow coupling to each individual core using conventional fibres. The device
consists of seven fibres fused and tapered together to form a multicore output fibre.
This device can be used to couple light in and out of a multicore structure.
An alternative all-fibre mode-selective photonic lantern using three single-mode
fibres (SMFs) is described in Chapter 8. This eliminates the need of a fan-out and
makes the device compatible to standard fibre components. In Chapter 9, we will
review how a special type of step-index fibre can be used to help adiabaticity and
increase the number of multiplexed modes to 6 and 10.
The devices in Chapters 8 and 9 can be used to selectively excite the modes of a
multimode end. In some applications such as astrophotonics we do not need mode-
selectivity. In Chapter 10, we describe a photonic lantern made from 88 identical
single-mode fibres stacked together and tapered down.
In Chapter 11, we describe an unusual type of photonic lantern which converts
the modes of a multimode end to modes of a linear array as a slit-shape input to a
spectrograph.
A conclusion chapter (Chapter 12) is included at the end of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Fibres, Fibre Fabrication and
Fibre Modes
2.1 Introduciton
In this Chapter we discuss the basic properties of optical fibres such as their structure
and guided modes. We also discuss the fabrication procedure that was followed for
various fibres discussed in later Chapters.
2.2 Optical Fibres
Fibres are dielectric waveguides that guide light from one end to the other [1]. They
have been used in a variety of applications and currently fibres are the main data
transmission medium in telecommunications.
2.2.1 Step-Index Fibres
A conventional step-index fibre consists of a core and a cladding, the core having a
higher refractive index than the cladding. By total internal reflection (TIR), light
is reflected on the boundaries between these two media and it is trapped in the
core while it is travelling along the fibre [1]. Fig. 2-1 shows a schematic of a step-
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index fibre. In this thesis, we fabricate fibres using fused silica. In silica fibres, the
diﬀerence between the refractive index of the cladding and the core is achieved by
either doping the core (eg. germanium doped core - undoped silica cladding) or the
cladding (eg. undoped silica core - fluorine doped cladding) [9, 10]. Diﬀerent dopant
concentrations result in diﬀerent refractive indices.
The acceptance angle (max) for a ray launched in the fibre is the maximum angle
for which the ray is confined and guided in the fibre core, Fig. 2-1. It can be shown
using Snell’s law that [11]:
max = arcsinNA  NA (2.1)
where the NA (numerical aperture) is a useful way to express the diﬀerence of re-
fractive indices between core and cladding. The approximation is valid where max
is small. The NA is equal to:
NA =
q
n2core   n2clad (2.2)
where ncore is the refractive index of the core and nclad is the refractive index of the
cladding.








Figure 2-1 Schematic of a step-index fibre. The fibre consist of a
core (with radius ) and a cladding. The core has a higher refractive
index than the cladding. Light in the fibre (right) is trapped in the
core due to TIR. (bottom) Refractive index profile of a step-index
core
It is possible to fabricate fibres that have multiple cores but share the same
cladding. These fibres are called multicore fibres (MCF).
2.2.2 Photonic Crystal Fibres
In this thesis, we also investigate a special type of silica fibre called photonic crystal
fibre (PCF). This fibre has a periodic microstructure of air holes in the cladding, Fig.
2-2. A 2D PCF has a repeating unit cell similar to a 3D crystal lattice. For example
the unit cell of the PCF, shown in Figure 2-2, comprises an air hole at the centre with
the surrounding glass. Air has a lower refractive index than silica; by adding rings
of air holes in the structure, the eﬀective refractive index of the cladding decreases
and therefore the light is trapped in the silica core by TIR [2]. In the centre of this
fibre there is a hole missing from the periodic microstructure, similar to a defect in a
3D crystal structure; the core is made from this extended region of un-doped silica.
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There are two parameters that define the behaviour of this fibre, the pitch 
(the distance between holes) and the diameter d of the holes (Fig. 2-2). By varying
these two parameters the behaviour of the fibre changes. We will investigate this








Figure 2-2 Schematic of a PCF. The fibre’s cladding is made from
glass with rings of air holes. The air holes reduce the eﬀective refrac-
tive index of the cladding and therefore allow TIR.
2.3 Fibre Fabrication
In this Section, we describe how a fibre is fabricated using a drawing tower. To make
a standard step-index fibre the procedure is fairly simple. First, we take a glass
rod ("preform") which is a large scale version of the final fibre and has the same
refractive index profile. A furnace is heated up to 2000 C and the preform is fed
inside, Fig. 2-3. Using a capstan, the preform is drawn down to fibre. By changing
the draw or the feed speed (Fig. 2-3), due to conservation of volume, diﬀerent outer
diameters can be obtained.
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Using the drawing tower, we can also draw materials (capillaries and rods) that
can be used for making PCFs or MCFs. Instead of the capstan, we use a set of belts













Figure 2-3 Schematic diagram of the drawing tower. The capstan
can be used to collect flexible fibre or the belts to collect rigid rods,
capillaries or canes.
For PCFs and MCFs, the procedure is a bit more complicated. All the PCFs
reported in this thesis were made using the stack and draw method [12]. The first
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step is to draw the material that will be used to make the fibre. For PCFs we draw
capillaries for the air holes and rods for the solid cores. All materials are first drawn
to the desired diameters, and then we stack the rods and capillaries in a hexagonal
pattern, Fig. 2-4. We insert the stack into a jacket tube for support. The stack is
drawn down to a cane a few millimetres in diameter. The cane is placed inside a
jacket tube to produce the preform that is finally drawn down to fibre, Fig. 2-4.
Figure 2-4 Stack and draw technique for the fabrication of PCFs.
The air-holes of the PCF are made from stacked capillaries. When the cane is
drawn down to fibre, due to surface tension, the air-holes tend to shrink or collapse.
One way to overcome the surface tension is by applying pressure to the holes during
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drawing. This critical pressure depends on the hole size [13]. By applying more than
a critical pressure the hole will expand. Thus, applying diﬀerent levels of pressure,
the final air-hole size can be controlled [13].
By stacking several step-index rods, the same procedure can be followed to fab-
ricate multicore fibres.
2.4 Fibre Modes
A fibre mode is an electromagnetic wave that propagates without any change in its
spatial distribution except for phase. Solving Maxwell’s equations we can obtain the
modes of a conventional fibre and describe the propagation of light along it. Each
mode has a specific spatial distribution 	(x; y) but also propagation constant . The
propagation constant is the longitudinal component of the wave vector, as shown in







Figure 2-5 A multimode fibre. Diﬀerent modes have rays at dif-
ferent angles.
For modes confined to the core it can be shown that [1]:
knclad <  < kncore (2.3)
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where k = 2= and  is the wavelength. The lower limit (knclad < ) corresponds
to the condition that the mode should propagate in the core due to TIR.
An alternative way to represent  is [1]:
 = kneff (2.4)
where neff is the eﬀective refractive index of the mode. Therefore if neff is between
nclad and ncore, the mode is confined to the core. Otherwise, for neff < nclad, the
mode is a ‘cladding’ mode, which in an actual fibre is a mode that refracts from the
core and can be guided by the cladding.
The mode with the highest propagation constant is called the fundamental mode.
A fibre guides a finite number of modes. This depends on parameters such as the









Using V-value, we can calculate the number of modes that the fibre will guide. If the
V value for the specific wavelength is less than 2.405, the fibre is single-mode (SM)
for that wavelength and thus only the fundamental mode is guided. This value arises
from solving Maxwell equations for a circular fibre; it is the first zero of the Bessel
function (J0) used to describe the mode. The output of a SM fibre will always be
the same for any spatial distribution that the source has. For larger V, the fibre is
multimoded and guides other modes as well. The V-value varies with wavelength,
therefore fibres guide diﬀerent number of modes for diﬀerent wavelengths. For specific
V values, higher order modes are "cut-oﬀ" and therefore they no longer be guided
by the fibre. On the other hand, the fundamental mode is always guided.
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Our discussion only considers spatial modes. Actually, if we take into account
the polarisation dependance, for each spatial mode there are two orthogonal states
of polarisation and therefore double the number of modes [15].
For cases where the ncore   nclad  ncore (the weak guidance approximation),
we can describe the modes of a fibre as simply linearly polarised spatial modes or
LP modes [14, 15]. Fig. 2-6 shows the first few LP modes of a circular step-index
fibre. Some of these modes are degenerate and have the same propagation constant.
For example, there are two LP11 modes (90 rotated with respect to each other)
which share the same propagation constant. Both orientations are valid solutions to
Maxwell equations.
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Figure 2-6 Spatial distributions of the first ten LP modes. Red
and blue refer to opposite phase. [17]
We can categorise modes into ‘mode groups’ by grouping together modes that
have cutoﬀs at the same V value (Fig. 2-7). For example, the two LP11 modes are
in the same mode group. Similarly, the two LP21 modes and the LP02 mode have
cutoﬀs at similar V values and so are grouped together.
Fig. 2-7 shows that the  of each mode depends on the V value of the fibre. By
changing parameters such as the core radius we can change the  of each mode.
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Figure 2-7 Normalised propagation constant as a function of the
V value for diﬀerent LP modes. [18]
Taking into account the polarisation properties, we can obtain the exact vector
modes of the fibre. The LP modes are an approximation. An exact treatment of
the polarisation dependance categorises the modes according to the field distribu-
tions that are TE (transverse electric), TM (transverse magnetic) or HE/EH (hybrid
modes) [1, 14]. For example, the LP11 actual represents the exact TE01, HE21 and
TM01 vector modes of a fibre, Fig. 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 Electric field distributions of the six lowest-order vector
modes in relation to the LP modes in decreasing order (left to right)
of . [19]
For a circularly symmetric fibre, we can expect to observe the vector modes
instead of the LP modes. On the other hand, if somehow we break the degeneracy
between the modes by breaking the symmetry of the core, we would observe the LP
modes instead. As described in [14], a small ellipticity to the core of a circular fibre
is enough to transform the solutions from the full vector set to the LP modes.
Endlessly Single-Mode Photonic Crystal Fibre
Many of the properties of PCFs, such as the SM or MM behaviour or the (V ) depen-
dance, resemble those of SMFs. However, some properties of the PCFs are unique.
For example, all conventional step-index fibres are single-moded only for a region of
wavelengths. Eq. 2.5 strongly depends on wavelength , so for short wavelengths
all conventional fibres become multimoded. On the other hand, depending on the
microstructure parameters, PCFs can be endlessly single-mode.
It was shown in [20] that the eﬀective refractive index of the cladding is strongly
dependent on the wavelength. Fig. 2-9 shows the variations of V value with frequency
/ for diﬀerent d/. For values below d/<0.4 [21], the fibre operates always in
the single mode regime as we are below the cutoﬀ V. In contrast to a standard step-
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index fibre the V value of a photonic crystal fibre flattens in the short wavelength
limit.
Fig. 1-7: Variation of V parameter with ⇤/  for a range of values of d/⇤ (solid
lines). The results for a typical conventional fibre (broken line) is also included
for comparison (From Ref. [42]).
in the silica regions and avoids the holes, which means higher e↵ective cladding
index. This counteracts the dependence on wavelength in the denominator in
Eq. (1.7). This implies, in some situations, one can extend single mode range to
a very short wavelength, or even for all wavelengths, in this case the fibre is said
to be endlessly single mode [6].
The variation of V with ⇤/  for PCFs with di↵erent values of d/⇤ is shown in
Fig. 1-7. The dashed curve which illustrates the V value of a typical conventional
fibre is also included for comparison. When   ! 0, and hence ⇤/  ! 1, the
V value increases monotonously in conventional fibres, however it approaches
a constant in the PCFs. If we use the definition shown in Eq.(1.7) for PCFs,
the second mode is cuto↵ around V value of 4.1 instead of 2.405 for that of
conventional step-index fibres [40]. This means that for a small enough d/⇤
(around 0.4), the fibre becomes endlessly single mode.
It should be noted that all the discussions above are based on one defect case,
which just one hole is missing to form the core in the periodical lattice. For the
case of the core formed by more than (less than) one hole (in other words, the
diameter of core is bigger (smaller) than 2⇤ d), similar but more rigorous(loose)
condition need to be fulfilled. For example, d/⇤ less than 0.165 was suggested
for endlessly single mode when the core was formed by a 3-hole-missing design
[41].
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Figure 2-9 Variation of V parameter with / for a range of val-
ues of d/ for diﬀerent PCFs (solid lines). The results for a typical
conventional fibre (broken line) is also included for comparison. Vc






Optical devices made entirely of fibres are called all-fibre devices. They are low
loss, stable, portable and easy to handle. Therefore, working with all-fibre devices is
advantageous. A big class of all-fibre devices relies on fibre transitions.
The simplest form of a fibre transition is a fibre that is tapered down. By changing
the size of the fibre, the mode field diameter of the mode changes. More complicated
devices such as directional couplers [23], splitters [24], null couplers [25, 26] and mode
convertors [19, 27] are also based on fibre transitions.
This Chapter is divided into three Sections. In the first Section we discuss how
we can modify the structure of a fibre to form diﬀerent types of transitions. In the
next Section we investigate how this aﬀects the behaviour of the device and we review
devices which operate using fibre transitions that existed prior to this thesis. In the
last Section we introduce the two main techniques used to characterise the devices
reported in this thesis.
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3.2 Fibre Tapering
In this Section we overview the techniques used to modify the structures of standard
step-index fibres and PCFs.
3.2.1 Fibre Transitions
All devices reported in this thesis are based on fibre transitions. The simplest form
of a fibre transition is a step-index fibre tapered down.
The viscosity of glass changes with temperature. If we apply heat ( 1700C)
at a region of the fibre, the glass will become soft. By stretching the fibre at the
same time that we apply heat, we can form a simple fibre transition, Fig. 3-1. By
moving the heat source away and therefore cooling down the fibre, the structure is
preserved. The final structure of the device consists of a transition region and a final
waist.
Figure 3-1 Taper formation (bottom) by heat treating a fibre
(top), resulting a waist and a transition between the waist and the
untapered fibre.
By tapering the fibre down, we are changing the properties of the fibre and
therefore of the propagated mode. The V value of the core changes as the structure
is tapered down. It was shown in [28, 29] that for V values smaller than 1, the light
is in practice no longer guided by the core of the fibre. If we taper down the fibre
beyond this point, at the waist (Fig. 3-1) the light is spread to the cladding and
guided in a waveguide made from the undoped silica cladding and air, Fig. 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Schematic diagram of light propagating along a tapered
fibre. Initially the mode is guided by the fibre core but at the waist,
the light expands to fill the cladding. [5]
Taper rigs can be used for fabricating all-fibre devices. Here at the University of
Bath we have our own home-designed taper rig. The taper rig is formed from three
motorised stages as shown in Fig. 3-3. A fibre is placed between the two stages. By
heating and pulling the fibre at the same time, the structure of the fibre is modified
[3], leading to a transition region and a tapered waist, Fig. 3-1. The procedure is
controlled using a PC and the appropriate software.
Figure 3-3 Taper rig schematic. The fibre is placed between two
motorised stages. A third stage with a burner heats up part of the
fibre. By stretching and heating the fibre, the fibre is tapered down.
[5]
The fibre is heated using a burner. Oxygen and butane are mixed to produce
the flame (typically  1600   1800C). By controlling the amount of oxygen and
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butane that we supply, the size of the flame can be changed. Due to the temperature
gradient of the flame, the heating temperature can also change by moving the flame
closer or further away from the fibre.
An important point is that in order to have a reliable process, the burner should
travel in a constant speed following an oscillating movement [3]. This guarantees
that each point of the region of interest is heat treated by the same amount and for
an equal time. A constant-speed travelling burner assures a uniform waist diameter
and also gives the flexibility to form any taper shape [3].
This setup can be used to make simple tapers and also more complicated struc-
tures such as photonic lanterns [16]. The recipes used to fabricate the devices pre-
sented later in this thesis are included in Appendix A.
3.2.2 PCF Hole Control
The taper rig can also be used to post process PCFs. The main complication with
PCFs is surface tension; if we apply heat, the holes will shrink or collapse completely
due to surface tension.
A slow process or a high temperature flame is more likely to cause deformation
to the air-holes. One way to overcome this is by using the "fast and cold" technique,
which refers to a low temperature flame and a quick process. In this way the structure
of a PCF can be preserved while the outer diameter of the fibre is reduced.
In some cases, surface tension can be used in favour of the fabrication process. To
fuse the fibres inside a capillary to form for example photonic lanterns we use a hot
and slow process in contrast to PCF tapering. This allow us to uniformly collapse
the capillary and fuse the structure.
For a better control of the size of the holes, we can apply pressure to them.
The pressure opposes surface tension, keeping the hole from collapsing [30]. The
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where  is the surface tension, d is the hole diameter and Pst the internal gas pressure.
Thus, if the applied gas pressure is less than Pst the hole will shrink and, if it is
greater, it will expand. For temperatures around 1700C, silica surface tension varies





Modifying a PCF structure
By applying diﬀerent level of pressure in diﬀerent holes, we can modify the structure
of a PCF. The diﬀerence in pressure can be achieved by placing glue at the end of
the PCF air holes that we do not want to pressurise [8], Fig. 3-4. The glue forms
a barrier a few micrometers thick at the end of the hole and blocks the pressurised
gas from getting inside the hole. By doing so, when the fibre is heated, those holes
will not be pressurised and therefore they will shrink or collapse. The holes that are
not blocked will be pressurised and can stay open or even expand.




Figure 3-4 Schematic of the hole control technique. Using a brush
we transfer glue from a platform to the PCF that we want to post-
process.
The first step of this technique was to select the holes that we wanted to collapse.
To do so, we placed the fibre that we were going to post-process under the microscope.
Next to that there was a platform filled with a UV curing glue. The platform is
actually made from a cleaved step-index fibre. At the surface of that fibre we placed
glue. We are not using any optical properties of the step-index fibre: we are just
using it as a platform and from now on we will refer to this as the "tank".
By collecting glue using a "brush" from the tank and transferring it to the PCF,
we can selectively glue the holes of the fibre. The brush was also made from a fibre
tapered down to 23 µm to form a tip. Again, for this process, we are not using any
optical properties of the tapered fibre.
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These two components (the brush and the tank) could be made from other mate-
rials but we used fibres for convenience. For this procedure, we also used a microscope
with the appropriate objectives and an xyz stage as shown in Fig 3-5.
Figure 3-5 Photographs of the hole control setup. (left) A xyz
stage to move the brush. (right) By transferring glue from a tank to
our PCF we can selectively glue holes of the PCF.
By moving the brush, using the xyz stage, and touching the brush on the surface
of our "tank", we placed some glue on the tip of our brush, Fig. 3-6. Using the cross
scale on the eyepiece of the microscope, we selected the hole that we want to collapse.
Then we moved the microscope’s sample stage down, defocusing the image of the
fibre, without changing its transverse position. Using the xyz stage we moved the
brush to the cross. Focusing the PCF back forces the brush to touch the hole that
we chose, transferring the glue to the hole, Fig. 3-6. The procedure was repeated to
form the pattern of holes that we wanted to collapse. Then we exposed the end with
the glue to UV light to cure the glue.
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Figure 3-6 The procedure followed for glueing a specific hole on a
PCF. Using a tapered tip as a brush, glue is transferred to the chosen
hole. (Edited) [22]
Before pressurising the fibre, we also collapsed all the holes at the other end of
the fibre using the flame of the taper rig, forming a sealed end to trap the pressurised
gas inside the fibre, Fig. 3-7. Then the glued end was placed inside a gas cell to
apply pressure to the fibre.
Dry nitrogen is used for pressurising the holes. After pressurising the fibre long
enough, a region of interest of the fibre can be heated using the taper rig. In that
region, the holes that we glued will collapse and the rest will remain open. The
temperature of the flame and also the duration of the process will aﬀect the outcome.
Therefore, they must be optimised in order to have the desirable result. Fig. 3-7
shows an example of the process. We plugged with glue holes of a single core PCF.
This allowed us to extend the size of the original core and also form a second core.
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pressure heat
sealed end
Figure 3-7 Schematic of the hole control technique along with ex-
perimental micrographs demonstrating the procedure. The structure
of a PCF is modified by glueing holes and pressurising the PCF us-
ing a gas cell. Applying heat at the region of interest, we selectively
collapse the holes of the PCF. The other end of the PCF was sealed
to prevent the gas leaking from the fibre.
3.3 Adiabatic Transitions
So far we have described how we can modify the structure of standard step-index
fibres and PCFs to form fibre transitions. In this Section we will investigate the
behaviour of light as it propagates through such fibre transitions.
3.3.1 Operation
The shape of the transition for any taper device is important. In this thesis, the
fabricated devices are based on adiabatic transitions: gradual transitions where there
is no coupling between modes [14, 31]. For example, for a simple taper, we have an
input system (the untapered fibre) and an output system (the final tapered waist).
These two systems are connected through a transition. If the transition is adiabatic,
the mode at the output should remain the same as the input. If we couple light
to the fundamental mode at the input the light at the output should still be the
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fundamental mode, even if the spatial distribution of the light changes. Similar, if
we excite the nth mode at the input, the light should evolve to the nth mode at the
output.
Figure 3-8 (top) Taper schematic. (bottom) Using the local mode
theory we can assume that the transition is a multistep structure
made from individual fibres. [31]
Taper transitions do not have simple solutions of Maxwell equations. Although
that is also true for gradual tapers, we can treat each point of the transition as a
fibre with a set of modes, Fig. 3-8(bottom) [14, 31].
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A mathematical criterion for whether a transition is adiabatic can be derived. A
simple way to visualise adiabaticity is to consider a taper transition, Fig. 3-8(top).
For any point of this transition, if the angle of the taper is larger than 
 then the
taper transition is not adiabatic [31]. One simple criterion is [31]:
#(z)  
(z) = (z)(1(z)  2(z))
2
(3.3)
where #(z) is the actual angle of the transition, 
 the maximum angle to be adiabatic
(Fig. 3-8(top)), (z) is the local core radius at point z and 1 and 2 are the
propagation constants of the two local modes at point z that are more likely to
couple. The above equation give us an expression on how shallow and gradual the
transition should be. For example for structures where the s of the two modes are
close together the angle should be shallower and therefore the length of the transition
will be longer [31].
Eq. 3.3 is simple and therefore is useful for visualising what adiabaticity means.
It is an expression that compares two scales, the beat length ( 21 2 ) of the two local
modes that are more likely to couple, and the length of the transition. However,
for our purposes this expression is too simple. It misses an important factor to do
with the mode field distributions and where these two modes are physically in space.
Using coupled local mode theory and considering how the local modes are coupled
at any point of the transition [14], we can derive an adiabatic criterion which takes
into account the mode distribution too. It is shown in [14, 16, 32] that:






  1 (3.4)
where 	1 and 	2 are the normalised field distributions of the local modes between
which power coupling is most likely. For example, due to symmetry it is more likely
to have power coupling from the LP01 mode to the LP02 mode rather than to the
LP11 mode. A is the fibre cross section and z is the co-ordinate along the fibre. The
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integral of Eq. 3.4 takes into account the field distribution of the local modes for
any point of the transition. [5, 16, 32].
Eq. 3.4 can be modified to yield a useful alternative form [14, 31, 32]:





  1 (3.5)
where n is the refractive index distribution and n0 is the refractive index of glass.
3.3.2 Null Couplers and Mode Converters
Some devices that are described in this thesis are based on earlier work on null
couplers and mode converters. These devices are variants of directional couplers. If
we bring two parallel cores close together, the two cores will start to interact and the
light will couple and transfer between the two cores. Assuming weak coupling and
taking account the conservation of power we can derive an expression for the power
transferred between the two cores [14]. For two identical cores, the power transfer
between the two cores has a sinusoidal dependence over length. The maximum power







where C is the coupling coeﬃcient which depends on parameters such as wave-
length, core separation and NA, and 1 and 2 are the propagation constants of the
fundamental modes of core 1 and 2 respectively. For the case where the two cores are
identical, F 2 is equal to 1 and therefore we can have total power transfer between
core 1 and 2. If we make the two cores slightly dissimilar (1 6= 2), F 2 will be less
than 1, and we will never have a complete power transfer between core 1 and 2. This
type of coupler is called an asymmetric coupler.
In the case where the two cores are very dissimilar, F 2 tends to zero and therefore
we will not have any power transfer between the two cores. This is called a null
coupler [25, 26].
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In practice, the most common fibre directional couplers are fused couplers made
by fusing and tapering two fibres. As the device is tapered down, light starts to
couple between the fibres. At the common waist, the light will evolve to the two
lowest order modes of the structure, the LP01 mode and the LP11 mode. These
two modes have diﬀerent propagation constants, so they travel at diﬀerent speeds
and at the end of the waist they will have a phase diﬀerence. This changes the
interference between the modes and thus the splitting of light between the output
fibres. For diﬀerent waist lengths we observe diﬀerent output powers of the two
fibres. Therefore beam splitters for any given power ratio can be fabricated [34, 35].
Fig. 1
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Figure 3-9 A 2 x 2 null coupler. Light evolves into a mode of the
waist and s the recaptured b the original fibre without any power
transfer. [26]
Again, if the fibres are identical, up to 100% of the light can be coupled. On the
other hand if the fibres are very dissimilar, the maximum coupled light can be zero,
giving a null coupler. The mode of each core should evolve adiabatically to only one
mode of the waist (the LP01 or the LP11 mode) and vice versa, Fig. 3-9. Therefore,
if the transition is adiabatic, each mode at the input should evolve to the matching
mode at the output. More generally, light of the nth order mode at the input should
excite only the nth order mode at the output.
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The above device behaves as a null coupler, but if we cleave the device at the
waist we will form an output MM core. Each fibre should still excite a diﬀerent
mode at this MM output. This was shown in [27], where a ferrule (a PCF preform
missing its core) was used. Two dissimilar SMFs were placed inside the missing core.
By tapering and fusing the two fibres together a multimode PCF core was formed.
Light in each of the fibres excites a diﬀerent mode at the output (LP01 and LP11).
[27].
Figure 3-10 Using the null coupler principle and forming a MM
waist output with the help of a ferule. Light from the two diﬀerent-
sized fibres evolves to diﬀerent modes at the PCF output core. (bot-
tom) Far field mode patterns of the output core when light is coupled
to each of these fibres. [27]
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Mode convertors, following the same principle of operation were also made in
PCFs. Fig. 3-11 shows a PCF device, made using the hole control technique of
Section 3.2.2, where 2 dissimilar cores were merged together to form an output
delivery core. This time, instead of having two dissimilar fibres, we have a fibre with
two dissimilar cores. Each of these cores should excite a diﬀerent mode at the output
similar to the SMF device described above. Light from the smallest core (with the
smallest ) is converted to the LP11 mode at the output [19].
Figure 3-11 (top) Using the hole control technique, a PCF, is post-
processed to form two input cores of diﬀerent sizes. The two cores
are merged gradually together to form an output MM core. (bottom)
(a) Output far-field pattern for light coupled in the smallest core. (b)
Far-field patterns passed through a polariser. [19]
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Due to the symmetric output core of the device, the individual TE01 and HE21 are
actually observed instead of the LP11 mode. By observing the polarising properties
of the output, we can determine which one is excited [19].
3.4 Characterisation
In the previous Section we describe how devices based on adiabatic transitions be-
have. In order to test their behaviour, simple characterisation experiments are fol-
lowed. In this Section, we describe two simple experiments to obtain the field distri-
butions of the device output and to measure the loss.
3.4.1 Near- and Far- Field Intensity Patterns
The devices fabricated for this thesis excite diﬀerent modes at the output. In order
to inspect the behaviour of the device, the near- and far- field intensity patterns of
the output were recorded.
We needed to inspect the behaviour of the device for diﬀerent wavelengths, there-
fore a source that could operate in a range of wavelengths was required. For that
reason we chose to use a supercontinuum fibre source. Intense light from a laser
source (Lightwave Electronics Q-Switched 1047 nm Nd:YAG laser) is coupled to a
PCF. As a consequence of the nonlinear properties of the PCF, the light that comes
out from the fibre covers a wide spectrum of wavelengths, making it very useful for
characterisation experiments at diﬀerent wavelengths [36].
To do the experiment, the light was focused into the input core of the device
using two microscope objectives. These can give us more degrees of freedom and
help to couple the light to the desired core of the device. Using the right ratio of
objectives we can also achieve diﬀerent spot sizes [37].
The near-field distribution is the field distribution at the end of the fibre. To
capture the near-field, a third microscope objective was placed at the output of the
device. An IR camera (Xenics XEVA-1.7-320) was placed at the end of the setup and
by adjusting the output objective to focus the image, the near-field pattern can be
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captured by the camera. Diﬀerent bandpass filters (1250 - 1650 nm with  = 10nm
were placed between the output objective and the camera in order to capture light
of a specific wavelength.
By removing the output objective the far-field pattern can be captured. The
far-field is the Fraunhofer diﬀraction pattern of the near-field pattern of the output
[37], and is mathematically described by its Fourier transfrom.
Figure 3-12 Schematic of a characterisation experiment. (a) A su-
percontiuum fibre pulsed by a pulsed IR laser, (b) a set of microscope
objectives to focus the light to the input, (c) the device on test, (d)




Another characterisation experiment is to measure the transmission and thus the
loss of the device. Measuring the power Pout at the end of the device and measuring
the power Pin of light that we coupled in the device, we can find the transmission T





We can express transmission in dB which is T in logarithmic units expressing a
ratio [11].







The 0 dB on the scale refers to a perfect device where we do not lose any power
between input and output. On the same scale, a 3 dB refers to 50% of loss.
Figure 3-13 Schematic of a cutback loss measurement. A light
source is coupled to the fibre. Using a photodiode the power of the
light from the device is recorded. Cleaving the device and measuring
the power from the input fibre, the loss of the device can be obtained.
To do so, we use the cut-back technique [38]. In order to measure loss we have
to measure the power of the light before and after the device. All of the devices
fabricated in this thesis are made at the end of existing fibres.
Therefore, to measure the loss, a light source is coupled to that fibre. First, using
a photodiode, the power at the end of the device was recorded. We then cleaved the
fibre just before the device, as shown in Fig. 3-13 and remeasure the power. The
ratio between the two measurements corresponds to the loss of the device. When
coupling the light source to the fibre we make sure that for both measurements the
coupling is not changing, thus any diﬀerence in the power corresponds to the loss of
the device.
Another point is that the length of the fibre should be suﬃcient for a reliable cut-
back measurement. As the coupling between the source and the fibre is not perfect,
some light unavoidably will be coupled to cladding modes of the fibre. These modes,
usually, radiate after a few centimetres. If the length is not suﬃcient and these
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modes are not radiated out they will cause a misreading of the input power. In most
cases one or two metres of fibre are enough.
3.5 Summary
This Chapter was divided in three main Sections. In Section 3.2, we reviewed the
main techniques used for post-processing fibres. Using a taper rig, we can fabricate
simple tapers but also more complicated devices such as PCF mode convertors or
photonic lanterns. The hole control technique was also reviewed. It is possible by
selectively pressurising the holes of a PCF to fabricate fibre devices where the hole
pattern changes.
In Section 3.3, we discussed the adiabatic principle of operation of devices such
as null couplers and mode convertors. The principle of operation is similar to devices
investigated later in this thesis.
Finally, in Section 3.4 we described simple characterisation experiments. Near-
and far- field intensity pattern measurements and loss measurements were carried




Photonic lanterns are extensively investigated in this thesis. Therefore, in this Chap-
ter we will overview the types of this device that existed prior to this thesis and
examine their principle of operation. Photonic lanterns are waveguide devices that
connect a multimode (MM) core to several single mode cores, Fig. 4-1. Between
those two systems there is a transition region which is suﬃcient gradual to be adia-
batic and therefore low loss. There are currently 4 known types of photonic lanterns
[5].
Figure 4-1 Photonic lantern schematic. The modes of a multi-




The first photonic lantern was proposed in 2005 [4] and was made using a PCF
preform and threading 19 SMFs, one in each air-hole (Fig. 4-2). By drawing down
the preform, the fibres were fused together and formed an output multimode core
which was surrounded by air holes, Fig. 4-2. A fibre tower was used to taper the
device and form the output MM core [4]. The cladding of the output MM core was
made from a ring of air holes. Similar to ordinary PCFs (Section 2.2.2), the ring of
air holes will reduce the eﬀective refractive index of the cladding. In the final output
structure the tapered individual cores of the SM fibres are too small to guide light
(as discussed in Section 3.2.1). Light from the MM core is converted to modes of the
multifibre structure and vice versa.
Figure 4-2 (a) Type #1 photonic lantern schematic. SMFs are
threaded in a silica ferrule. The structure is tapered down to form
an output PCF MM core. (b) Optical micrograph of the silica ferrule
(c) Scanning electron micrograph of the output MM core. (d) Photo
of the device [4].
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4.1.2 Type #2
The second type uses a fluorine doped jacket instead of a PCF preform to form the
cladding of the output core. This simplifies the procedure as we do not have to worry
about keeping the holes of the cladding open. Using fluorine doped glass, which has
a lower refractive index than the silica, we can achieve the required refractive index
diﬀerence.
To make this type of lantern, pieces of SM fibre are threaded in the capillary.
By fusing together the structure and tapering down, a MM core is formed. At the
output, the individual cores no longer guide light and the core of the output structure
is made from the cores and claddings of the SM fibres. The cladding is made from
the fluorine doped capillary [6]. Fig. 4-3 shows an example of this type of structure
where 7 SMFs are threaded to a capillary and tapered down.
Figure 4-3 (a) Type #2 photonic lantern schematic. A bundle of
SMFs is placed inside a F-doped jacket and tapered down to yield
a MM output core. (b-d) Optical micrographs of the structure for
diﬀerent positions along the transition. [6]
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4.1.3 Type #3
In some applications such as [16], it is important to maximise the number of cores
that the multicore region has. In type #1 and #2, each individual fibre is threaded
into the capillary by hand, thus it can be hard to increase the number of fibres.
Moreover, the size of the structure becomes large and diﬃcult to process when the
number of threaded fibres is increased. A way to make the structure smaller is to
use multicore fibres (MCF). The pitch of the MCF can be optimised to lead to the
smallest fibre size possible. Therefore to make the type #3 photonic lantern, a MCF
is threaded to a fluorine doped capillary and tapered in a similar way to the type
#2 photonic lantern [16]. The final core is made from the tapered MCF and the
cladding is the fluorine doped capillary as shown in Fig. 4-4.
Figure 4-4 Optical micrographs of: (a) the 120 core multicore fi-
bre, (b) the multicore fibre inside a F-doped jacket (the structure is
fused together), (c) the tapered MM output core of the structure in
(b). (d) Montage of side-view micrographs of the transition.[16]
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4.1.4 Type #4
Type #4 is the only photonic lantern that does not involve the use of any fibre. The
previous types involved tapering a multicore structure to form an output core. In
this type of photonic lantern, Fig. 4-5, the device is made using an ultrafast laser. By
modifying the structure of a substrate material [39], a multicore structure is formed
first and then merged together to form a square multimode waveguide [39]. This
technique is called ultrafast laser inscription.
Figure 4-5 (left) Type #4 photonic lantern schematic. (right) 16
square cores moved close together to form a square MM core. [39]
4.2 Low Loss Transition
A photonic lantern connects a multimode and a multicore system. Light from a MM
core is converted to a set of supermodes of the multicore (MC) structure and vice
versa, Fig. 4-1. Supermodes are the orthogonal modes of a weakly coupled multicore
structure. A combination of the individual modes of each core of the MC structure
with definite amplitudes and phases can be used to construct the supermodes.
Having the same number of modes for these two systems will aid in the bidirec-
tional operation of the device [16]. To have a low loss transition in both directions,
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where NMM and NSM are the number of supported modes of the MM and the
MC structure respectively. For a MC system made from SM cores, the number
of supermodes that the structure supports is equal to the number of cores of the
structure [16].
For example, suppose we have a MM core that supports 10 modes and a MC
structure made from 7 SM cores. For an arbitrary excitation of modes, the transition
from the MM to MC will have high loss as the 3 last modes of the MM core will not
match to modes of the MC structure.
On the other hand, as long as the output of the device supports more modes than
the input (Noutput > Ninput), for that transition the loss should still be low [5], i.e.
the transition between MC to MM. However, the transition will then be lossy in the
other direction.
Another important point is that the transition between the two systems has to be
gradual enough to be adiabatic. In a photonic lantern we allow coupling between the
N modes that the structure supports. On the other hand, we do not want coupling
with modes outside N. Therefore, for this device an adiabatic transition corresponds
to a gradual transition that prevents coupling between the N modes and other modes
that the structure might support at any point of the transition, for example cladding
modes.
4.3 Geometrical Properties of the Photonic Lantern
Photonic lanterns are made, for example, by placing individual fibres inside a F-
doped capillary and tapering them down. For a low loss transition, we have to take
into account the geometry of the multicore system and where we place the fibres
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inside the structure [40]. Depending on the position of the cores in the multicore
system, diﬀerent supermodes can be excited.
To investigate the eﬀect of geometry, we can consider a simple case, a multicore
structure made from 7 individual fibres tapered down to a multimode fibre. Here,
we will investigate 4 diﬀerent multicore configurations and examine how diﬀerent
configurations aﬀect the behaviour of the device, Fig. 4-6. To calculate the super-
modes of the MC structures, we used the weakly coupled theory [14]. We assumed
coupling occurs only between adjacent cores and that the coupling coeﬃcient is the
same between all adjacent cores. The analysis was carried out using Mathematica
[41].





















Figure 4-6 the modes of a multimode fibre (top row) alongside to
the supermodes of diﬀerent MCF (1-4). The red dash line indicates
the number of modes that a MMF can guide (6 or 10). Red and blue
refer to opposite phase.
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Fig. 4-6 shows the calculated supermodes for diﬀerent structures of the MCF
beside the modes of a MMF (left) with the corresponding symmetries. For complete
mode groups (discussed in Chapter 2) the MMF can support either 6 or 10 modes.
On the other hand, for a closed packed structure inside the F-doped capillary, a 7
fibre MC region is preferable (structure (1)). Although the calculated supermodes
of structure (1) have an one-to-one match to the modes of the MMF, unavoidably
there is a mismatch between the number of modes that these two systems support,
which will cause loss when the input is arbitrarily excited.
Structure (2) is made from 6 fibres instead of 7. The supermodes of the structure
agree in symmetry to the modes of a MM core and therefore for this configuration of
cores we would expect a low loss transition. However the fibres do not form a closed
packed pattern. A non hexagonal formation is not a natural close-packed pattern,
so it is awkward to make it [42].
One way to achieve a close packed structure with the right number of guiding cores
is by using dummy fibres. Dummy fibres are fibres that have the same outer diameter
as guiding fibres but they do not have a core so they can not guide light. Structure
(3) is formed using 6 guiding fibres and a dummy fibre. In this configuration we
omitted the fibre at the bottom of the structure. Not all the supermodes look like
LP modes but nevertheless they have the right symmetry to evolve to the modes of
the MM core with low loss.
If we place the dummy fibre at the centre of the structure instead of the outer
ring (Structure (4)), the symmetry of the last supported supermode of the structure
(below the dash line) matches the LP31 mode rather than the (lower-order) LP02
mode. Thus, for this configuration, we will have a mismatch in the order of the
modes even if we have a match in the guided number, again causing loss.
Selecting where the fibres are placed in the structure and thus which supermodes
the structure supports can therefore be important. The mismatch between modes can
be crucial in structures made from a small number of cores where a 1/7 mismatch
will result in a significant amount of light lost. On the other hand, for photonic
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lanterns that support 100s of modes a small mismatch between the modes of the two
systems is not as significant.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the existing types of photonic lantern prior to
this thesis. These devices connect a multimode system to a multicore system. There
are 4 types of photonic lantern. The type#1 photonic lantern connects a PCF core to
several SMFs. Although this type demonstrated the basic principles governing such
devices, it is diﬃcult to fabricate due to the holes in the PCF cladding. This led to the
realisation of the type #2 photonic lantern. The refractive index diﬀerence between
the MM core and the cladding is achieved using a fluorine doped capillary. This
type can be used in applications where each individual core needs to be addressed
separately, for example in telecoms applications where each SMF can be used as
an independent data channel [43]. The limit on how many fibres can be added to
make a type #2 photonic lantern depends on the final preform size. Due to the use
of standard fibres with large cladding to core ratio, at some point the size of the
preform becomes impractically large to taper down. For applications where a high
number of cores/modes are needed, it is more appropriate to use a type #3 photonic
lantern. This type is fabricated using a MC fibre instead of a bundle of SMFs. Again,
a fluorine doped capillary is used to achieve the refractive index diﬀerence. The type
#3 photonic lantern could potentially be used in astrophotonic applications as a way
to collect light from a telescope [16]. The last type (type #4) is fabricated using the
laser inscription technique rather than using silica fibres. This technique gives more
flexibility on the device structure and how the transition is formed and where the
cores are placed. On the other hand such devices are relatively high loss compared to
all-fibre devices. In some applications [44] type #3 and #4 photonic lanterns could
be combined together to form an integrated device.
Chapter 5
Three-Mode Mode-Selective
Photonic Lantern in PCF
5.1 Introduction
Recently there is a significant interest in space-division multiplexing for telecom
applications [7, 45]. The constant increase of data demand has lead to the need for
increasing the transmission capacity of optical fibres [46]. The use of space-division
multiplexing is a possible solution for this problem in which diﬀerent modes of a
multimode fibre can be used as independent data channels. For example, information
capacity is tripled using the three lowest-order spatial modes: the gaussian-like LP01
mode and the two 90-rotated versions of the two-lobed LP11 mode [47–50].
There are a few diﬀerent approaches to excite the modes of a multimode fibre
such as multi-plane light converters [51] , Y-junction splitter/combiners [48, 52–54] ,
mode selective couplers [55–57] and tapered velocity mode selective couplers [58, 59].
These approaches are bulky, high loss, work only in a narrow band, or excite only a
mode at the time.
A photonic lantern, described in Chapter 4, is a portable, low loss device that
operates in a range of wavelengths and connects a multimode system and a multicore
system. In photonic lanterns made from identical SM cores, each input core of the
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multicore system excites an orthogonal combination of modes at the output [4]. We
will call these photonic lanterns non-mode-selective photonic lanterns. It has been
successfully demonstrated that non-mode-selective photonic lanterns [40, 43, 60–62]
can be used to increase the number of channels. Each input of the photonic lantern
excites an orthogonal combination of modes which then is coupled to the MMF,
and with the use of MIMO (Multiple Input - Multiple Output) signal processing the
data can be extracted from the fibre. By coherent detection and using digital signal
processes, due to the orthogonality of the fibre modes, the data can still be extracted
from the diﬀerent channels [45, 63].
Nevertheless, the complexity of the MIMO matrix and also the number of co-
herent detectors needed increase with increasing number of modes. It would be
advantageous to use simpler direct detection schemes when the MMF modes are
excited individually. A solution to the problem would be the use of mode multi-
plexers, which are devices that convert the light from separated single mode inputs
to individual modes of a multimode output port, which then can be spliced with a
MMF. Ideally, a few-mode MMF [64] that resists coupling between the modes can
be used as the transmission fibre. To minimise loss (and indeed cost) it is desirable
to implement such mode multiplexers in an all-fibre form.
In this Chapter, we will investigate the fabrication and operation of mode-
selective photonic lanterns where each input core excites only one pure mode at
the output. They should also work vice versa as a mode demultiplexers since linear
light propagation is reciprocal.
5.2 Ideal Case
The principle of operation behind the mode-selective photonic lantern was described
first in by E. Kapon and R.N. Thurston [65] who proposed and analysed a multi-
mode waveguide which splits into three dissimilar branches and can act as a mode
multiplexer. Each branch has a diﬀerent size and therefore a diﬀerent propagation
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constant. The diﬀerent modes of the multimode waveguide will follow a diﬀerent
branch depending on the  of the mode.
In a fibre setup, the simplest approach of the above operation is to consider three
input cores that are dissimilar in size. Each core will have a diﬀerent propagation
constant. By merging the cores together adiabatically to form an output core, light
from each core should be converted to a diﬀerent mode at the output, Fig. 5-1.
In a composite system, only one of these input modes is truly the fundamental
mode; the one with the largest propagation constant. If the transition is perfectly
adiabatic, then by definition light in the single-mode core of the 1st/2nd/3rd greatest
 must unambiguously evolve into just the 1st/2nd/3rd mode of the greatest  in
the multimode core.
Figure 5-1 Schematic of an adiabatic mode-selective photonic
lantern, in which three dissimilar input cores merge gradually into
one asymmetric few-moded output core. Because the structure is
adiabatic, light propagates from the input core of n-th greatest  to
the output mode of n-th greatest  (or vice versa).
This concept can be realised using a PCF (Fig. 5-2) where a PCF which has three
identical well-separated single-mode cores in an equilateral triangular arrangement
(a) is post-processed using the hole control technique (Section 3.2.2). By allowing 0,
1 or 2 adjacent holes to collapse (b), the cores are made dissimilar. This is followed
by a gradual transition (c) to a single merged MM core (d). We would expect in a
three core structure, light from the largest core to be converted to the LP01 mode
and the other two cores to excite the two LP11 modes.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5-2 Cross-sections at diﬀerent points along an ideal model
device, with air holes shown black. Three identical cores (a) become
dissimilar (b) and then gradually merge (c) to form one large asym-
metric core (d).
Simulations carried out by Prof. T.A. Birks using BeamPROP [66] showed that
light from each of the three cores does indeed evolve into a diﬀerent mode at the
output, Fig. 5-3 confirming the expected behaviour. In a perfect symmetric output
core such as the circular core of a fibre or the full hexagonal structure of a PCF, the
two LP11 modes share the same propagation constant. This will cause mode mixing
between the two LP11 modes. In order to excite the LP01 and the two LP11 modes
independently, the degeneracy between the two diﬀerently-oriented LP11 modes needs
to be broken hence the missing "corner" hole of the merged MM core in Fig. 5-3(d)
[48, 64].
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Figure 5-3 (rows, left to right) Simulated propagation of light
through the model PCF device, for light in the input core indicated.
Orange and blue represent opposite phases of field amplitude, and
the grey circles are the hole boundaries. Locations (a-d) correspond
to Fig. 5-2. [32]
This type of device should work across all wavelengths for which the transition is
adiabatic, in contrast to mode convertors (such as long-period gratings) that rely on
a resonant interaction. Mode multiplexers based on adiabaticity should be inherently
broadband [27].
In this thesis when we count the number of modes, we did not consider the
two polarisations of light. Thus, a device described as "three mode" multiplexer is
actually a six mode multiplexer if the polarisation is taken in account.
To perform the experiments described in this thesis we used two diﬀerent fibres,
an existing single core PCF and a three core PCF. We will refer to these two fibres
as PCF A and PCF B respectively.
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5.3 Device Structure and Fabrication - PCF A
To make the three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern, an existing PCF (PCF A),
Fig. 5-4 was chosen and modified using the hole control technique (Section 3.2.2).
PCF A had a centred single core and an outer diameter of 125 µm with a hole pitch
 = 5 µm and a hole diameter to pitch ratio d/ = 0.4. Patterns of air holes were
collapsed by heat treating the fibre with the small flame of a fibre tapering rig. By
selectively pressurising some holes as described in Section 3.2.2, the structure of the
photonic crystal fibre changes for the region of interest. Hole closure was performed
gradually along the fibre by profiling the exposure of the fibre to the flame, with the
aim of producing adiabatic transitions.
Figure 5-4 Optical micrograph of PCF A. The outer diameter of
the fibre is 125 µm with a hole size of 2 µm and a hole pitch 5 µm.
As the fibre had only the standard single core, the tapering rig was first used to
uniformly collapse 5 holes, forming three dissimilar cores for a 12 cm section, Fig.
5-5, the biggest of which incorporated the original fibre core. This means the device
omitted the transition from (a) to (b) shown in Fig. 5-2. We then post-processed the
fibre again to collapse 12 more holes with a linear profile along 4 cm of the fibre as
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shown in Fig.5-5. Finally the fibre section was cleaved at both ends, giving a simple
compact device with 5 cm of uniform three-core fibre (b) at one end, 3 cm of uniform
fibre with a single large core (d) at the other end, and a 4 cm transition in between,
Fig. 5-5. The output structure can, if necessary, be tapered down in size to match
a realistic few-mode fibre core.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5-5 Structure of the three-mode mode-selective photonic
lantern. Cross-sectional optical micrographs of (a) region close to
the core of the original fibre (Fig. 5-4) and the experimental device
(b-d) formed by controlled collapse of the fibre holes to form the
three cores (b) and then merge them together (d) with a 4 cm long
transition (c) between (b) and (d). All micrographs are to the same
scale. The pitch is 5 µm.
5.4 Experimental Results - PCF A
In order to test the device, light from a supercontinuum source was focused onto each
of the three dissimilar input cores respectively (Fig. 5-5(b)). A 1550 nm filter with a
10 nm passband was used to select the input wavelength. Light in the cladding was
suppressed by applying a lossy material (colloidal graphite) to the outside of the fibre.
The output of the multiplexer went dark when the input light was moved between
the cores, indicating that the cores were excited individually and that cladding light
was being eﬀectively stripped. An IR camera was used to obtain near- and far- field
intensity patterns, Fig. 5-6.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-6 Measured near-field (a) and far-field (b) intensity pat-
terns at the output of the device of Fig. 5-5 at 1550 nm. Each column
corresponds to a diﬀerent input core.
The intensity patterns in Fig. 5-6 indicate excitation of what looked like the LP01
and the two LP11 modes orthogonally orientated to each other (i.e. 90 rotated).
It was not possible to identify which input core corresponded to which LP11 mode
at the output. However, taking into account the distance that the input could be
displaced while maintaining transmission, we believe that the largest core excites the
LP01 mode at the output, as we expected to be the case. Intensity profiles, Fig. 5-7,













Figure 5-7 Near-field intensity profiles along the lines indicated for
the three output modes of Fig. 5-6 at 1550 nm.
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Near-field intensity patterns at 1650 nm (Fig. 5-8) were much the same as at 1550
nm, if anything with slightly better apparent mode purity, indicating the broadband
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Figure 5-8 Near-field mode patterns of the device of Fig. 5-5 mea-
sured at 1550 nm (top) and 1650 nm (bottom).
Because the PCF A had only one single core, it was not possible to measure the
losses for all three inputs. It was however possible to measure the loss for the input
in the largest core because it incorporated the core of the original fibre, permitting
a reliable cutback measurement to be made before the 12 cm device was cleaved at
the input. The measured loss was less than 0.1 dB at 1550 nm, for a structure that
included a rather short 3 mm transition between the original core and the enlarged
core.
By taking into account the values of the maximum intensity of the LP11 lobes
and the minimum intensity between the lobes, we calculated that the minimum is
no more than 7% of the peak. For a perfect LP11 mode, we would expect that
the minimum should be zero. The impurity could be as a result of the imperfect
excitation of the fundamental modes in the three input cores, as the initial cores
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were not single-mode. Some proportion of the higher order modes inevitably was
excited.
5.5 Fully Hexagonal Output Structure - PCF A
As we discussed above, in a fully hexagonal structure the two LP11 modes should
share the same propagation constant and therefore we cannot excite them individu-
ally. In order to investigate core symmetry, a new device was made having a complete
hexagonally symmetric output core; the device was otherwise identical to the device
shown in Fig. 5-5. The measured output near-field patterns, Fig. 5-9 , include
annular modes rather than the more familiar two-lobed patterns. In symmetric
cores where the two LP11 modes share the same propagation constant, the annular
TE01,HE21 and TM01 hybrid modes are expected rather than the LP11 modes which
are just approximations. However, the MM fibres used for transmission support the
LP11 modes rather than these annular modes and therefore there is a preference for
the excitation of the LP11 for mode multiplexing. The annular modes in this device
had polarisation properties indicative of the hybrid mode set [19].
(a) (b)
Figure 5-9 (a) Output core of a device with fully hexagonal sym-
metry but otherwise identical to the device of Fig. 5-5. (b) Measured
near-field output intensity patterns for each core at 1550 nm.
5.6 Three Core PCF and Device Fabrication - PCF B
The PCF A used in the experiments on the three-mode mode-selective photonic
lantern was lacking 2 cores which had to be formed using the hole control technique.
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Two of the cores of the device made using the PCF A were not single-mode. There-
fore, unavoidably we excited a proportion of the higher order modes at the input.
In order to realise the whole concept of the three mode multiplexer in a PCF a new
fibre was designed and fabricated, containing 3 single-mode cores. This ensures that
the light will only be coupled into the LP01 mode at each of the cores, providing a
more pure excitation of the respective mode at the output. We can then post-process
the fibre similarly to PCF A to change the sizes of the cores.
Using the fibre in Fig. 5-4, we demonstrated a functional mode-selective photonic
lantern, therefore we did not want to change any parameters related to the fibre
design. Thus, the 3-core fibre (PCF B) had the same hole sizes and hole to pitch
ratio as PCF A but instead of a centre single core it had three, as shown in Fig.
5-10.
Figure 5-10 Fabricated three core PCF with outer diameter
180 µm, a hole size of 2 µm and a pitch of 5 µm.
Using PCF B, the same post-processing procedure was followed as before for PCF
A, except that as PCF B had initially three cores instead of one we collapsed 2, 1 or
0 adjacent holes to make them dissimilar, Fig. 5-11(b).
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(d)(c)(b)(a)
Figure 5-11 Cross-sectional optical micrographs of a similar device
to Fig. 5-5. (a) A three core fibre PCF B (Fig. 5-10) was used and
(b-d) the experimental device was formed by controlled collapse of
fibre holes to make the cores dissimilar at (b) and then merge them
together (d). There is a 4 cm long gradual transition (c) between (b)
and (d). All micrographs are to the same scale.
5.7 Experimental Results - PCF B
Light patterns at the output of each device were imaged in the near- and far- fields
using an IR camera. The input was a supercontinuum fibre light source passed
through a 1550 nm filter with a 10 nm passband. This time, we did not cleave
the fibre at Fig. 5-11(b) and therefore we were able to focus the light onto each
of the three identical cores in turn (Fig. 5-11(a)). The original cores of the fibre
are endlessly-single mode (d/ < 0.4 [21]) therefore we excited only the LP01 mode
of each of the cores. Colloidal graphite was applied to the outside of the device
to suppress light in the cladding. Similarly to the previous fibre, translation of the
beam from one core to another momentarily caused the output to go dark, confirming
that we were able to excite the cores individually and that cladding light was being
eﬀectively stripped.
The output near-field intensity patterns for this device are shown in Fig. 5-12,
showing again that what looked like the LP01 and the two LP11 modes (the latter
oriented orthogonally to each other) could be individually and purely excited from
each input core. The far-field images, also shown in Fig. 5-12, are valuable because
they are sensitive to hidden phase discrepancies in the near fields and are also less
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contaminated by cladding-mode light. As expected, the outputs looked like the
LP01 and LP11 modes for light in cores 1 and 2/3 respectively. Similar behaviour
was observed for 1650 nm confirming the broadband operation of adiabatic devices.
Because the fibre used had three individual cores to begin with, we were able
to measure the losses for all three modes. Using the cutback technique the losses
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Figure 5-12 Measured near-field (a) and far-field (b) intensity pat-
terns for each input core at the output of the device of Fig. 5-11 at
1550 nm. (c) Near-field intensity profiles (arbitrary linear units) along
the lines indicated in (a).
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Intensity profiles, Fig. 5-11(c), indicate that the output LP11 modes were fairly
pure, the intensity minimum between the LP11 lobes being about 5% of the peak
or less whereas the minimum for ideal LP11 modes should be zero. Using the ratio
between minimum and peak intensity it is possible to estimate the LP11 mode purity,
assuming that a non-zero minimum is caused by contamination from power in the
LP01 mode. Here, we are assuming that the spectrum of the light is broad enough to
incoherently add the intensities without taking into account the phase, and that the
modes of a multimode step-index core are good approximations for the calculation.
The calculations were carried out by Prof. T.A. Birks. The near-field normalised
modes were analytically calculated for an ideal mirror boundary. By taking into
account that the value at the minimum is caused only by the LP01 mode and the
maximum is caused by both the hidden LP01 mode and the pure LP11 mode, the
mode purities can be found. For the centre and right intensity profiles in Fig. 5-12
the estimated mode purities were 12.7 and 14.6 dB respectively.
The mathematical derivation was repeated for the far-field mode profiles, with
the calculation based on the Fourier transforms of the mode fields, giving estimated
mode purities of 18.0 and 15.7 dB [27]. We expect values from far-field profiles to be
better (and more representative of true performance) because cladding modes and
other stray light present in the near field are able to diﬀract away.
5.8 Three Core Non-Mode-Selective Photonic Lantern -
PCF B
Although in this Chapter, up to now, we focused on mode-selective photonic lanterns
in PCF, it is important to realise that another type of photonic lantern can be made
using PCF. If we follow the procedure used to fabricate the previous devices but
instead of making the cores dissimilar we just merge them together, we will end up
with what is called in [5] a type #5 non-mode-selective photonic lantern, Fig. 5-13.
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The device follows the same procedure as for the PCF B device, it only omits step
(b) in Fig. 5-11.
Figure 5-13 Cross-sectional micrographs of a type #5 photonic
lantern. The holes between the cores collapsed forming an output
MMF-port.
Light from each core should this time excite an orthogonal combination of the
modes at the output of the device. As this device has only three cores, we would
expect diﬀerent combination of the LP01 and the two LP11 modes. To test the device
two multimode cores were formed at the two ends of the three core PCF resulting
two photonic lanterns with a few meters of a three core fibre between them.
Figure 5-14 Near-field intensity patterns at 1550 nm for diﬀerent
inputs of the device in Fig. 5-13
Using a 1550 nm laser source coupled to a SMF, the behaviour of the device
was tested. The SMF was butt coupled to one of the fibres and then by moving
the fibre from left to right diﬀerent near-field mode patterns of the output lantern
were recorded, using an IR camera. As it was expected, by changing the input,
diﬀerent orthogonal combinations of the three modes (the LP01 and the two LP11)
were excited, Fig. 5-14.
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We can always fabricate multicore PCFs that facilitate more than just three
cores. We only used the above device as a proof that we can make such type of
non-mode-selective photonic lanterns.
5.9 Conclusion
In this Chapter we have demonstrated the design and fabrication of mode-selective
photonic lanterns in PCFs. The hole control technique was used to modify the
structure of the PCF for a region of interest. By allowing selected holes to collapse,
devices were made by initially forming three dissimilar cores and then merging them
to an output delivery core. Depending on the size (and therefore ) of each core,
light evolves to a diﬀerent mode at the output. We managed to excite independently
the LP01 and the two LP11 modes for a range of wavelengths. The device therefore
operates in a broadband range between at least 1550 - 1650 nm. It was also shown
that an asymmetric core is important to break the degeneracy of the two LP11 modes,
as a final symmetric structure excites the annular TE01, HE21, TM01 modes rather
than the LP11 modes. Losses were measured for the device made using the PCF B
and they were between 0.05 - 0.27 dB depending on the core we coupled light into.
A non-mode selective photonic lantern in PCF was also realised following the
same technique as for the mode-selective lanterns.
Chapter 6
Higher-Order Mode Convertors for
"Ribbon" Fibre
6.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, we investigated devices that were made by post-processing a
PCF and changing its structure. In this Chapter, we will describe devices fabricated
using the same technique but to convert the light from an input core into higher
order linear "ribbon" modes. With the use of the word "ribbon" we refer to fibres
that have a rectangular core instead of the standard circular core, Fig. 6-1. The
modes that we would expect from a ribbon core do not look like LP modes and
are elongated in one direction, Fig. 6-1. The first few modes have diﬀerent spatial
frequencies in the elongated direction, keeping the same modal pattern on the other
direction, Fig. 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 (left) Schematic of a "ribbon" fibre. The core of this
fibre is rectangular instead of circular. (right) Simulated modes [67]
of a rectangular core
The motivation behind this work is for sending high peak power laser light
through fibres. It is shown in [68–71] that fibres with large rectangular cores have
more eﬃcient heat removal than standard circular-core fibres, allowing them to over-
come issues such as thermal lensing and stimulated scattering. These attributes
make them suitable for high-power applications such as fibre amplifiers.
Higher order ribbon core modes are less susceptible to bend loss and mode mixing
than lower-order ones due to the larger spacing in propagation constant between
neighbouring modes [70, 72]. It is therefore preferable to excite higher-order modes
rather than lower ones. In a circular fibre core the lobes of higher-order modes may
have unequal intensities, limiting the peak power that can be delivered via the fibre.
In a ribbon fibre all the lobes of the higher-order modes have the same intensity
[70, 72].
It is necessary to couple light into such modes from ordinary Gaussian-like modes
[70]. In this Chapter, we will investigate mode convertors that can convert Gaussian-
like input light to higher-order modes of ribbon fibres by post-processing a PCF. The
device consists of a large parasitic core occupying several unit cells in a line (described
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in Section 2.2.2), and also the usual single-mode (SM) input core occupying one unit
cell. These two cores gradually merge along a taper transition, to form a single
output rectangular core (Fig. 6-2). Light focused onto the SM core at the input is
converted to a higher-order mode at the output.
parasitic core SM core
Figure 6-2 Two dissimilar cores (a parasitic and a SM core) are
merged together to form a rectangular ribbon output core.
Some of the modes of the parasitic core have higher eﬀective indices than the
SM core. Therefore the mode of the SM core is not the fundamental mode of the
composite structure, even though light coupled to the SM core looks like the funda-
mental mode. Adiabatically merging these two cores into an output rectangular core
will cause light in the SM core to evolve into a higher-order mode at the output. The
order of this mode will depend on the number of modes of the parasitic core that
have a higher eﬀective index than the SM core at the input, which is dependent on
the size of the parasitic core.
6.2 Principle of Operation
The devices that will be discussed in this Chapter and the devices investigated in the
previous Chapter operate on the same principle. The order of the mode that the core
will excite at the output depends on the order of the relative eﬀective refractive index
in comparison to the other waveguides of the composite structure. In the previous
Chapter, the order of the output mode depended only on the  of the "fundamental"
mode of each core. In this Chapter, the parasitic core of the structure is multimode.
The order of the higher order modes will aﬀect the behaviour of the device and
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therefore we have to take them into account in our analysis. By calculating how
many modes of the parasitic core have higher eﬀective refractive index than the SM
core, we can predict the order of the mode that the core will excite at the output.
Using COMSOL [67], we obtained the eﬀective refractive indices (/k) that these
two cores support. First, we simulated an existing PCF (PCF A) with a SM core
and obtained the eﬀective refractive index of the fundamental mode. PCF A had
a d/ = 0.4 and  = 5 µm. Then, by varying the number of unit cells (N) that
the parasitic core occupies, we obtained the eﬀective refractive indices of all of its
modes for diﬀerent N . We then plotted the eﬀective indices for diﬀerent N , Fig.
6-3. For comparison, we also plotted (horizontal line) the eﬀective refractive index
of the SM core. By counting the number of modes of the parasitic core that have a
higher eﬀective index than the SM core, we can determine what mode our SM core




















Figure 6-3 Mode eﬀective indices for diﬀerent parasitic core sizes
of PCF A with d/ = 0.4 at 1550 nm. Diﬀerent colours represent
diﬀerent mode orders. The red continuous line is the eﬀective index
of the SM core. (right) Simulated intensity mode patterns for the
first 6 modes of a parasitic core occupying 8 unit cells.
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For example, a N = 3 parasitic core has two modes with higher eﬀective index
than the SM core. Thus, the SM core is the 3rd order mode of the composite structure
at the input and so will excite the 3rd order mode of the output ribbon core.
Fig. 6-3 also shows that to increase the output mode order by one, two extra
unit cells should be added to the parasitic core.
6.3 Device Structure - PCF A
The mode convertors were made by post-processing PCF A, the same one that was
used for the initial three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern device, Fig. 5-4, in
the previous Chapter. Following the procedure described in Section 3.2.2, selected
holes in the PCF were collapsed over a length [8, 27].
Because the original fibre had only the usual SM core, Fig. 6-4, in the first stage of
the process we formed the parasitic core of N unit cells, Fig. 6-4(b). Actually, due to
the limited number of available holes, the original core of the fibre was incorporated
into the parasitic core and a new SM core was formed. We fabricated three diﬀerent
devices by post-processing a 10 cm region of the fibre and collapsing 3, 4 and 5 holes
in each device respectively.
In the second stage of the process for all devices, the hole separating the SM core
and the parasitic core was collapsed with a 4 cm transition (Fig. 6-4(c)) to form
the final merged rectangular ribbon core, Fig. 6-4(d). The transitions were gradual
enough to be adiabatic. The fibre was then cleaved at locations (b) and (d) to yield
a mode convertor device.





(a) N 3 4 5
Figure 6-4 Cross-sectional micrographs of (a) PCF A (125 µm
outer diameter, d/ = 0.4 and  = 5 µm.) (b) input cores, (c)
transition between (b) and (d), (d) output core, for N = 3, 4 and 5.
6.4 Experimental Results - PCF A
To test their behaviour, light from a supercontinuum fibre source was passed through
a 1550 nm filter with a 10 nm passband and focused onto the SM core at the input.
Near- field patterns at the outputs of the devices were captured using an IR camera,
Fig. 6-5. Colloidal graphite was applied to the devices to suppress light in the
cladding. Translation of the input beam between the parasitic core and the SM core
caused the output to go dark in between, indicating that we were able to excite only











Figure 6-5 Intensity profiles (bottom) across the output near field
mode patterns (top) for N = 3, 4 and 5.
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As shown in Fig. 6-5, the first two devices (N = 3 and 4) convert the light to
the 3rd order mode and N = 5 device converts the light to the 4th order mode,
confirming the expected behaviour described in Fig. 6-3.
As shown in Fig. 6-6, the N = 5 device behaves similarly at least between 1250
- 1650 nm, confirming the behaviour expected for adiabatic devices. Broadband
operation was also observed for the two other devices.
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 Figure 6-6 Near-field patterns for wavelengths between 1250 - 1650
nm at the output of device with N =5.
6.5 Device Structure - PCF C
The fibre used for the experiments in the previous Section confirmed the expected
behaviour for this type of mode convertor. However, PCF A had only 5 rings of air
holes, thus there was only enough room to fabricate up to an N = 6 device. In order
to investigate further behaviour and see if we can achieve even higher order mode
convertors, a second fibre with a single core but with more rings of air holes was
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drawn from an existing preform provided by Dr. James Stone: PCF C, Fig. 6-7,
had  = 5.33 µm and d/ = 0.32.
Figure 6-7 Fabricated PCF C with hole pitch  = 5.33 µm and
d/ = 0.32.
As this fibre had diﬀerent properties than PCF A, the simulations that were
carried out for PCF A were repeated for PCF C. It is shown in Fig. 6-8 that a
device made from PCF C with a N = 4 cell parasitic core should excite the 3rd
order mode of the structure at the output.



















Figure 6-8 Mode eﬀective indices for diﬀerent parasitic core sizes
N for PCF C with d/ = 0.32 at 1550 nm. Diﬀerent colours represent
diﬀerent mode orders. The red continuous line is the eﬀective index
of the SM core.
Similarly to devices fabricated using PCF A, two extra unit cells should be added
to the parasitic core of the device in order to increase the order of the output mode
by one. For odd values of N we see that one of the modes of the parasitic core is very
close in eﬀective index to the mode of the SM core. The ordering of the modes can
therefore be ambiguous, and may be reversed if the wavelength or d/ are slightly
changed. Adiabaticity is also hard to achieve with modes of similar eﬀective index.
This makes the behaviour of the device potentially unpredictable for odd N .
Fig. 6-9 shows the eﬀective indices of the parasitic core (relative to the SM core)
versus d/ for an N = 5 cell parasitic core at 1550 nm. The eﬀective index of the
third mode crosses zero in the endlessly-single-mode range for d/ between 0.2 and
0.4 [21].









Figure 6-9 The eﬀective indices of the modes of theN = 5 parasitic









Figure 6-10 The eﬀective indices of the modes of the N = 6 par-
asitic core, relative to that of the SM core, for diﬀerent d/ at 1550
nm.
On the other hand, for an N = 6 cell parasitic core (Fig. 6-10 for d/ between 0.2 -
0.4) there is no such change of order (none of the modes cross zero). In both cases,
large values of d/ can assist in the excitation of higher-order modes, but with the
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disadvantage that the SM core is no longer endlessly single-mode for d/ above 0.4
[21]. Fig. 6-11 shows the same behaviour but as a function of wavelength. Again
there is a change of mode order for N = 5 but not for N = 6. In general, for even






















Figure 6-11 The eﬀective indices of the modes of the N = 5 (top)
and N = 6 (bottom) parasitic cores, relative to that of the SM core,
for diﬀerent wavelengths with d/ = 0.32.
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PCF C was post-processed in a similar way as PCF A. Selected holes in the
PCF were collapsed over a region of interest by heat-treating them using a tapering
rig, resulting four devices with 4, 6, 8 and 10 unit cell parasitic cores. The devices
consisted of the length between the SM and parasitic core at Fig. 6-12(a) and a






Figure 6-12 Cross-sectional micrographs of devices made from
PCF C. (a) input cores, (b) transition between (a) and (c), (c) output
core for each of the four devices with diﬀerent N (diﬀerent rows).
6.6 Experimental Results - PCF C
The method for characterising these devices is the same as for devices fabricated
using PCF A. An IR camera was used to image the near- and far-field intensity
patterns at the output, Fig. 6-13.
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Figure 6-13 Near- (top) and far- (bottom) intensity patterns for
PCF C devices with N = 4, 6, 8 and 10.
The N = 4, 6, 8 and 10 devices converted the light to the 3rd, 4th, 5th and
6th order modes respectively, matching the behaviour predicted in Fig. 6-8. The
far-field images indicate a lack of hidden phase discrepancies. For a pure mode, we
expect that each of the lobes would have opposite phase, resulting in the expected
experimental far-field intensity pattern (discussed also in Section 6.7). If the phase
profile was diﬀerent we would expect a diﬀerent far-field pattern. For example, if
the phase was the same for all lobes we would observe a completely diﬀerent far-field
pattern with a bright spot in the middle.
The experiment was repeated with diﬀerent bandpass filters, shown in Fig. 6-14
for the N = 10 device. Consistent mode patterns were observed for wavelengths
between 1250 - 1650 nm, indicating that operation is broadband.






Figure 6-14 Near-field intensity patterns at the output of the N
= 10 device for wavelengths between 1250 - 1650 nm. The contrast
of the 1250 nm image was enhanced.
We were able to measure the losses using the cut-back technique for the N = 4
and N = 6 devices, as their SM cores were the original core of the fibre. (For higher
N there was not enough space in the fibre to use the original core as the SM input
core. For those devices the original core was incorporated into the parasitic core and
a new SM core was formed using the hole control technique instead. This prevented
the use of a cut-back for measuring loss as there was not enough length to reliably
make the measurement.) The losses of the N = 4 and N = 6 devices were 0.58 dB
and 0.42 dB respectively between the original fibre core and the output of the device
(Fig. 6-12(c)). We also measured the loss of the N = 6 device between the original
core and Fig. 6-12(a). This refers to the creation of the parasitic core and the loss
was found to be 0.24 dB. The loss of the actual mode convertor (Fig. 6-12(a) to Fig.
6-12(c)) was therefore only 0.18 dB.
To test the odd values of N , a device with an N = 5 parasitic core was created.
Fig. 6-15 shows the near field output matching the shape of the third-order mode
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as expected but with the lobes looking more uneven, which may be a sign of mode













Figure 6-15 Device with an N = 5 cell parasitic core. (top) in-
put core, (middle) output core, (bottom) output near-field intensity
pattern at 1550 nm.
6.7 Far Field Analysis - PCF C
We also examined the behaviour of the mode convertors to verify that the modes we
observed were pure. Fig. 6-16 shows the experimental near- and far- field intensity
profiles that correspond to the near- and far- field mode patterns of Fig. 6-13.

































Figure 6-16 Near- (top) and far- (bottom) field intensity profiles
for experimental devices with N = 4, 6, 8 and 10 cell parasitic core.
A pure higher-order mode can be, for simplicity, represented in a one dimensional
plot across the elongated direction using sine or cosine wavefunctions depending
on the number of lobes that the mode has. The corresponding (1-D) near field
distributions were calculated using the above approximation and the intensity was
obtained for both the near- and far- field (using the MATLAB [73] FFT analysis
package), as shown in Fig. 6-17. The two far-field intensity line profiles (experimental
and theoretical) look similar. The number of side lobes (between the two peaks) is
the same for both the simulated and experimental far field patterns. Therefore, we



































Figure 6-17 Near- (top) and far- (bottom) field intensity profiles
for simulated line functions mimicking the behaviour of devices with
N = 4, 6, 8 and 10 cell parasitic core.
6.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter we examined the behaviour of higher-order mode convertors for
ribbon fibres which were made by post-processing a PCF. The 10 cm long devices
had two dissimilar cores at the input - an enlarged parasitic core and a SM core
- and a merged rectangular core at the output. Focusing the light in to the SM
core, we managed to excite the 3rd to 6th order modes at the output. The device
behaviour depended on the number of unit cells that the parasitic core occupied.
The devices were low loss (< 0.2 dB) and broadband (1250 - 1650 nm). As long as
the transitions of the devices are adiabatic, conversion to further higher-order modes




The devices demonstrated in Chapter 5 and 6 are based in a special type of fibre
(PCF) and they have input cores separated by few micrometers. The distance be-
tween these cores is small and therefore it is diﬃcult to couple light to each of these
cores separately. We would like to move these cores further apart. For this purpose, a
fan-out device can be used to address the cores separately. Fan-outs are devices that
gradually separate the cores to make it possible to couple them to standard SMFs.
One way to fabricate a fan-out device is using ultrafast-laser waveguide-inscription
that allow each core of a multicore fibre to be coupled into a separate single mode
fibre independently [74]. Fig. 7-1 shows an example of such inscribed waveguides
where 4 cores are "walked" away from each other making it possible to couple light
into each one separately [74]. Nevertheless, ultrafast-laser inscribed waveguides are
lossy compared to fibres.
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Figure 7-1 (left) Inscribed waveguide fan out schematic. (right)
Micrographs of an inscribed waveguide output. [74]
In this Chapter we examine the fabrication of an all fibre fan-out using a micro-
stack process, where 7 individual SMFs are stacked together to form an output
multicore fibre port.
7.2 Structure and Operation
It has already been demonstrated that using a template (ferrule) and by threading
fibres in each hole, a fan-out can be formed [75, 76]. Here, we will follow a diﬀerent
approach to form our fan-out by micro-stacking together fluorine doped capillaries
and SMF fibres. As the sizes of the materials used for the stacking, capillaries and
fibres, are relatively small compared to rods and tubes used for MCFs, we refer to
this procedure as micro-stacking.
For the devices fabricated in the previous chapters (Chapter 5 and 6) the taper
rig was used as a heat source to modify the structure of the fibre, but we did not
make any attempt to taper down the fibre. Here, the taper rig will be used to fuse
and taper down the structure.
Using the fibre drawing tower, we drew fluorine doped capillaries with OD =
200 µm and ID = 140 µm (NA = 0.16, relative to silica) but also a larger fluorine
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doped capillary with OD = 900 µm and ID = 630 µm (NA=0.22) that acts as the
jacketing tube (Section 2.3). We threaded SMFs in 7 capillaries and stacked them
together inside the jacketing tube. Using the taper rig, we fused and tapered the
stack down to form an output multicore structure. The device showed in Fig. 7-2
was tapered down by a factor of 11 forming an  80 µm output fibre.
Figure 7-2 Microstack fan-out device. Cross-sectional micrographs
of diﬀerent positions of the taper region. (left) 7 SMFs threaded
in fluorine doped capillaries and then jacketed in a larger fluorine
capillary (OD = 420 µm). (right) Tapered multicore output structure
where the cores are made from the undoped silica and the cladding
from the fluorine doped silica. The outer diameter of the structure is
80 µm.
The final multicore fibre is made from undoped silica cores and fluorine doped
cladding. At the input end we had 7 individual pieces of SMF which we could
handle and use them to couple light into the multicore region. Light from each fibre
is coupled to only one core at the output making it possible to address each core
separately, Fig. 7-3. A gradual taper ( 2 cm) ensures that the transition between
the input (light in the fibre core) and the multicore output is adiabatic. In [76], the
residual cores of the MC fibre still guide light, whereas in our fan-out the individual
cores of the fibre no longer guide light at the wavelength of 1550 nm that we are
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interested in. Instead the output light fills the whole of the respective tapered down
SMF.
The final structure can be tapered to the dimensions that are desired for diﬀerent
applications. It was observed experimentally that it is advantageous to use capillaries
with only a slightly higher NA than the jacketing tube to avoid any possibility of
formation of bubbles from fluorine diﬀusion out of the thin capillaries [77].
Figure 7-3 Near-field intensity pattern of the output multicore
structure at 1550 nm. Light was coupled in one of the 7 fibres at
the input.
Fig. 7-3 shows the near-field intensity pattern of the output multicore structure
when light was coupled to one of the SMFs. Due to the use of thin wall fluorine doped
capillaries, some light from the core that we excited was coupled to neighbour cores.
By using thicker wall capillaries or adding a second un-doped silica capillary around
the fluorine doped capillary, we could separate the cores even further and avoid any
coupling between the cores. However, in some cases [78, 79], a highly coupled output
multicore structure might be preferable.
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7.3 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we described an alternative approach to design and fabricate an
all-fibre fan-out. The device can be used to address individual cores of photonic
crystal fibres or standard multicore fibres. The inputs of the device are 7 individual
fibres. The fibres were stacked together using a micro-stack procedure resulting in
a multicore output core. The device can be tapered to the appropriate size for any
application by matching the desired pitch and core size. Light from each core excites
a diﬀerent core at the output.
Chapter 8
Three-Mode Mode-Selective
Photonic Lantern Made From
Standard SMFs
8.1 Introduction
The three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern described in Chapter 5 was simple,
low-loss and broad band. However, it requires a special type of fibre (PCF) and
also has single-mode ports initially less than 20 µm apart, making a fan-out device
[74, 75] necessary to address them separately. In this Chapter we describe how an
alternative version of the mode-selective photonic lantern can be fabricated using
only standard telecoms fibres.
8.2 Mode-Selective vs Mode-Group-Selective
In Chapter 5 we investigated the mode-selective version of a photonic lantern. Al-
though up to now we categorised the photonic lanterns as mode-selective and non-
mode-selective, actually there is a third category: the mode-group-selective photonic
lantern [62, 80–86]. In contrast to the mode-selective photonic lantern, the number
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of diﬀerent core sizes we use is equal to the number of mode groups that our device
multiplex. For example, for the case of a three-mode mode-group-selective photonic
lantern, the lantern comprises two diﬀerent core sizes, a large one and two identical
smaller ones, in contrast to a three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern where we
have three diﬀerent size cores.
In the mode-group-selective case, the individual cores no longer excite pure modes
but each core excites an orthogonal combination of modes within the mode group.
For the case of the three-mode mode-group-selective photonic lantern, the two smaller
cores excite a mixture of the two LP11 modes. In order to extract the data, we need
to apply MIMO-DSP at the output although (because the mixing is only within
mode groups) the MIMO matrix is simple [45].
All of the selective photonic lanterns reported in this thesis are mode-selective,
not mode-group-selective.
8.3 Operation and Structure
The principle of operation [65] of the three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern
made from SMFs is the same as for the PCF version, Chapter 5. Therefore, as in
the PCF version, three cores should be made dissimilar and then merged together to
achieve mode multiplexing. To make the fibres dissimilar we followed the procedure
described in [87] where two fibres (one of which was pre-tapered to 90 µm to change
its ) were fused together and tapered down using a taper rig to form a 2 x 2 routing
switch.
Here, three dissimilar fibres were placed in a fluorine doped capillary. The struc-
ture was fused and tapered down. By doing so the individual cores of the fibres
at some point during the transition no longer guide light. The light spreads across
the fused fibres to be guided by total internal reflection at the boundary with the
fluorine-doped glass, which has a lower refractive index than the undoped cladding
of the original fibre.
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Figure 8-1 (top) Schematic mode multiplexer made by fusing and
tapering three dissimilar SMFs in an fluorine doped capillary. Two
of the SMFs are pre-tapered for a region of 10 cm to make them
all dissimilar. The inputs for all three fibres (not shown) are un-
pretapered and compatible to standard telecom fibres.(bottom) Mi-
crographs (same scale) of cleaved cross-sections along the taper. The
final waist was 18 µm across.
In this experiment, we took three pieces of standard telecoms fibre (SMF-28)
and post-processed two of the pieces to make them dissimilar by pre-tapering them
along 10 cm lengths, reducing their diameters to 105 µm (fibre 2) and 90 µm (fibre
3) respectively and changing their propagation constant, Fig. 8-1. The third piece
was not pre-tapered and so remained 125 µm (fibre 1) in diameter. A 4-5 cm long
fluorine doped capillary (ID/OD of 260/330 µm) with a relative NA of 0.22 was
used. The fluorine doped capillary has a lower melting temperature, so that it is
possible to collapse it under the taper rig without deforming the fibres. The final
device was fabricated by heating and stretching the whole structure. By cleaving
at the waist we formed the output MMF-like port. The structure was tapered 12
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times smaller in diameter, guaranteeing that the residual SMF cores will no longer
guide light. The irregular three-lobed shape of the MMF core, Fig. 8-1, would be an
imperfect match to common commercial MMFs, but did ensure that its LP11 modes
were non-degenerate as with the PCF version, Chapter 5.
8.4 Experimental Results
In order to test the device, light from a supercontinuum source was coupled via a
1310 nm bandpass filter (=12.5 nm) into each SMF in turn. The taper transitions
were coated with colloidal graphite to strip any cladding modes. Near- and far-field
images at the MMF-like output were recorded using the infrared camera, Fig. 8-2.
1.4386 1.4369 1.4361
fibre 2 fibre 3fibre 1
Figure 8-2 Measured light patterns at the MMF-like output, Fig.
8-1, at 1310 nm in the input fibres indicated. The top and middle rows
are experimentally-measured near- and far-field images respectively.
The bottom row are simulated near-field mode intensity patterns,
together with the modes’ eﬀective refractive indices. There is no
scale relationship between the diﬀerent rows. The measured near-
and far-field patterns are co-orientated as in the experiment, but no
attempt was made to match their orientation with the simulations.
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Light coupled into the fibre 1 excited what looked like a clear LP01 mode at the
MMF output, and light in each of the other SMFs excited what looked like clear
LP11 modes. The two LP11 modes are orthogonal to each other (rotated 90). In
all three cases the insertion loss was 0.6-0.7 dB. For the centre and right near-field
intensity profiles shown in Fig. 8-3 the mode purities were estimated in the same
way as for the PCF mode-selective photonic lantern (Section 5.7) to be 8.2 and 11.1
dB respectively from the near-fields, and 17.3 and 19.1 dB respectively from the far
fields. The discrepancy between the estimates from the near- and far-fields is large,
and may be due to a greater amount of cladding-mode light in this case.
A BPM simulation [66] based on the measured core structure and size, which
was carried out by Prof. T. A. Birks (bottom row of Fig. 8-2), showed that the
unequal lobe intensities in one case can simply result from the core’s irregular shape.



























Figure 8-3 Intensity profiles for near- and far field intensity pat-
terns of Fig. 8-2
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The experiment was repeated with diﬀerent bandpass filters, Fig. 8-4 . Clear
mode patterns were observed for wavelengths of 1250, 1310 and 1400 nm. However,
the quality of the LP11 patterns degraded at longer wavelengths, becoming somewhat
annular. We believe this is because an irregular core behaves more like a circular
core at longer wavelengths. This makes the LP11 modes more degenerate so that,
as we saw in the PCF case, they evolve into the ring-shaped TE01, HE21 and TM01
vector modes in the limit. To investigate the behaviour further, devices with diﬀerent
output core sizes were fabricated. This annular behaviour was more noticeable in
devices tapered to smaller diameters, as expected.













Figure 8-4 Measured near-field patterns at the MMF-like output,
for light of the indicated wavelengths in the input fibre indicated.
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8.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we demonstrated the fabrication and operation of three-mode mode-
selective photonic lanterns made from standard telecom fibres. Three identical fibres
were made dissimilar by pre-tapering two of these to diﬀerent diameters. Then, by
threading the fibres into a fluorine-doped capillary and tapering the whole structure,
a mode-selective photonic lantern is made. Light from each of the three fibres excites
a diﬀerent mode at the MMF output.
By adding more fibres to the device, it is possible to multiplex more modes.
However, the adiabatic criterion becomes more diﬃcult to satisfy. This is considered
in the next Chapter.
Chapter 9
Higher-Order Mode-Selective
Photonic Lanterns Made From
Reduced Cladding Fibres
9.1 Introduction
Following the successful demonstration of a three-mode mode-selective photonic
lantern in the previous Chapter, here we investigate the possibility to further in-
crease the number of modes multiplexed. In order to do that we have to exploit new
ways to enhance adiabaticity. In this Chapter we investigate higher order mode-
selective photonic lanterns made using "reduced-cladding" fibres.
9.2 Enhancing Adiabaticity For Higher-Order Photonic
Lanterns
In order to multiplex more modes, we need to add more fibres to our mode-selective
photonic lantern. However, the adiabatic criterion becomes more diﬃcult to satisfy
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when more fibres are added. In Section 3.3.1, we introduced the adiabatic criterion:






  1 (9.1)
where  represents the transverse size of the local waveguide (for example the core
diameter or radius), 	1 and 	2 are the normalised field distributions of the local
modes between which power coupling is most likely and 1 and 2 are the respective
propagation constants of the modes. For example it is more likely, due to symmetry,
for power to couple from the LP01 mode to LP02 mode rather than to the LP11 mode.
Out of the three factors in Eq. 9.1, ddz simply sets the length scale. In this section,





The first factor we examine is . To do so we consider the input and output of
the device separately. At the input, the mode propagation constant depends on the
V value of the core, therefore diﬀerent core diameters result to diﬀerent propagations
constants. In our experiment (Chapter 8), we chose the diameters of the fibres to
maximise the spread  between the fibre modes. The choice was made taking into
account two limits. Firstly the biggest core needed to be small enough to be single
mode for the desired wavelength, thus the use of an SMF-28 (V  2 at 1550 nm).
Secondly the smallest core needed to be big enough to still be a good waveguide.
Experimentally we found that the lowest limit was an outer diameter of about 90 µm
for a tapered SMF-28. For the three-mode lantern of the previous Chapter, the third
fibre was chosen to be somewhere in between these two limits. The same two limits
also apply for higher order mode-selective photonic lanterns. If we want to add
more dissimilar fibres in our structure, they have to have diameters between these
two limits. As a result, the diﬀerence in diameter between fibres will be smaller and
therefore the  between fibres will be also smaller. For example for an N = 6 device
(where N is the number of multiplexed modes), if everything is otherwise the same,
we have to add 4 fibres instead of 1 between the two limits (90 - 125 µm), Fig. 9-1.
Hence, for large N ,  scales approximately inversely with N for a pair of fibres with
adjacent  values at the input.
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Similarly at the output of the photonic lantern, the area of the MMF core formed
from the fusion of the SMFs is proportional to the number of cores or fibres that
are fused together to form it. Since mode  spacing is inversely proportional to core
area [14],  must scale inversely with N for a pair of modes with adjacent  values
at the output too.






Figure 9-1 An N = 6 mode-selective photonic lantern needs 6
dissimilar fibres. If the two limits are the same for both cases (for
N = 3 and 6), 3 more fibres should be placed in between. Therefore
with increasing N , the  decreases.




@ dA, the integral in Eq. 9.1. It depends
on how rapidly a mode 	2 evolves as the scale  of the waveguide changes. At the
critical point where the individual fibre core no longer guides light and the mode
spreads out from the core to the cladding, the spreading will be larger for a photonic
lantern made from more fibres compared to the N = 3 case. A waveguide made from
more fibres, thus larger area, will cause the mode to spread further compared to the
three-mode case, Fig. 9-2.
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N = 3 N = 6
Figure 9-2 The area of the fused region of an N = 6 photonic
lantern is larger than the N = 3 case. This will have an eﬀect to the
mode expansion when the structure is tapered down.
One way to investigate the expansion is to consider single mode fibres with dif-
ferent core-to-cladding ratios, and examine how the mode expands as we taper down
the fibre. The simulations described in this Section are carried out by Prof. T.A.
Birks and published in [32]. For a centred core we calculated the rate of change
with V of the LP01 Petermann I mode field diameter (MFD) [88] normalised to .
The calculation was performed using the analytical "bottom of band" expressions for
photonic bandgap fibres in [89] which can be used to represent a cylindrical finite-
cladding fibre with zero field at the cladding outer boundary. The maximum MFD
expansion rate is plotted in Fig. 9-3 as a function of the ratio of cladding and core
areas, which is proportional to N . The expansion rate increases roughly linearly with
N . The insets to Fig. 9-3 show how the field has further to spread when the MMF
cladding is bigger, which means the peak expansion rate is much greater for bigger
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claddings. Taking the MFD expansion rate to be a proxy for @	2@ , we conclude that

















Figure 9-3 The maximum normalised rate of MFD expansion ver-
sus the ratio of cladding to core areas for a clad step-index fibre.
(insets) Field distributions 	(r/) for V = 2, 1 and 0.4 (inner to
outer curves) for the three area ratios marked.[32]
Taking into account these two eﬀects, the decrease of  and the increase of the
max expansion rate for increasing N , we can conclude that the required transition
length from ddz for an adiabatic transition increases roughly quadratically with N .
L / N2 (9.2)
This scaling with N soon makes higher-order mode-selective photonic lanterns im-
practically long to keep them adiabatic for fixed values of other parameters.
Mode-Group-Selective Photonic Lanterns
In Section 8.2 we reviewed mode-group-selective photonic lanterns and how they can
help with the complexity of MIMO despite not being fully mode selective. As mode-
group selective photonic lanterns do not excite pure modes at the output, we only
need to use m diﬀerent fibres where m is the number of mode groups that we want
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to excite. For example, a three-mode mode-group-selective photonic lantern will be
made from three fibres of m = 2 diﬀerent sizes.
Earlier in this Chapter we introduced two core-size limits for mode-selective
lanterns, which set the  spread between fibres. These two limits should be the
same for the mode-group-selective lanterns too. As shown in Fig. 9-4 the  be-
tween the fibres for mode-group-selective photonic lanterns is larger because we use
fewer diﬀerent fibres. Thus, the adiabatic criterion is easier to be satisfied in a mode-
group-selective photonic lantern than in a mode-selective photonic lanterns for the
same number of excited modes. Nevertheless, as we pointed out earlier, MIMO is
still required for mode-group-selective photonic lanterns as we do not excite pure
modes at the output.


























Figure 9-4 Mode-group-selective lanterns use fewer diﬀerent fibres,
resulting in a larger .
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Graded Index Fibres
For both mode-selective and mode-group-selective photonic lanterns, the length L
of the transition is roughly proportional to N2, other parameters being equal. To
mitigate this, Huang et al [81] proposed to change one such parameter by the use
of graded index fibres. Graded index fibres are fibres that have a varying radial
refractive index profile instead of a step function [11].
Figure 9-5 (a) Refractive index profiles for a step index and two
graded index MM fibres (diﬀerent colours). (b) Calculated eﬀective
area of the fundamental mode of the three fibres as the fibres are
tapered down [81].
Fig. 9-5 shows how the eﬀective area of the mode changes as the fibre is tapered
down, which is a way to express how the integral of Eq. 9.1 is changing. The eﬀective
area of the fundamental mode is varying more slowly for the two graded index fibres
compared to the step-index fibre. That will result in a smaller change in @	2=@ of
Eq. 9.1 and therefore the adiabatic criterion will be satisfied more easily [81].
Although in principle the use of graded-index multimode fibres can enhance adi-
abaticity the reported improvement (as measured by the transition length) was a
rather-modest factor of 2 or so for a device only multiplexing between mode groups
not individual modes [82].
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9.3 Reduced-Cladding Fibres
We considered an alternative way to improve adiabaticity via @	2=@. In Fig. 9-3
we saw a strong dependence of mode expansion rate on cladding/core ratio. We
therefore expect adiabaticity to be easier to achieve in SMF devices if the original
fibres have a reduced cladding, i.e. smaller cladding to core ratio. Using Eq. 3.5, for
a single tapered fibre, the adiabaticity criterion can be integrated without further
approximation to yield the minimum possible transition length L as a function of
the ratio  of cladding diameter to core diameter. This L() is plotted in Fig. 9-6
for  = 1550 nm and a fibre of NA 0.11 and core diameter 9 µm (simulations carried
out by Prof. T. A. Birks). (The resulting L values seem short, but ideal taper
profiles like those shown in the inset are unlikely to be achieved in practice; a real
profile no steeper than the ideal profile at its most gradual will be much longer.)
The standard cladding diameter of 125 µm corresponds to  = 13.9, for which L =
1.56 mm. In contrast, a fibre with  = 4 requires a transition over 20 x shorter!
This big improvement in adiabaticity would allow N to be more than quadrupled
(assuming the N2 scaling discussed above), permitting 12-mode multiplexers with
better performance than our 3-mode multiplexers [32].














Figure 9-6 The length L of an ideal adiabatic taper versus the ratio
 of cladding and core diameters. (inset) The ideal taper profile V(z),
a proxy for local core radius (z), for fibres with the labeled  values.
The ’s are marked on the main curve and correspond to the three
insets in Fig. 9-3. [32]
We should also inspect the other important factor of Eq.9.1: the spacing  of
the modes’ propagation constants. We discussed earlier in this Chapter how a larger
 spacing can also help adiabaticity. We examined how diﬀerent cladding to core
ratios  aﬀect  by simulating a N = 6 mode-selective photonic lantern for diﬀerent
.
In our FEM [67] simulations, the SMFs were assumed to be well-fused together
to form a circular cross-section with six embedded step-index cores, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 9-7. The cores had unique diameters equally-distributed between
8.5 and 12 µm, and a common numerical aperture of NA = 0.11. For the cases of
standard SMFs and reduced-cladding fibres respectively, the outer diameters (ODs)
of the fused cladding were 360 and 120 µm, within which the 5 outer cores lay equally-
spaced in angle on rings of radii 125 and 40 µm. The cores were placed according
to the symmetries of the modes they should excite at the output [40]: for example,
cores 2 and 3 of Fig. 9-7 (for the two LP11 modes) were placed as near as possible
to 90 apart, and core 6 (for the LP02 mode) was placed at the centre. For 1550
nm wavelength, the eﬀective indices /k of the lowest-order modes were calculated
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assuming the structure was reduced in size by a taper ratio , representing diﬀerent
positions along the taper transition, Fig. 9-7. The calculated separations /k of
the modes are clearly much greater for reduced-cladding fibres than standard SMFs,
simply because the whole structure is more compact, confirming that the reduced-










Figure 9-7 Calculated eﬀective indices /k of the 8 lowest-order
spatial modes of a model N = 6 mode-selective lantern made from
dissimilar SMFs with cladding/core diameter ratios of (a)  = 12.5
and (b)  = 4, versus taper ratio . Inset: schematic of the fused fibre
structure, with the 6 cores numbered in order of decreasing diameter.
The graphs’ colour map matches the inset.
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9.4 N = 6 Mode-Selective Photonic Lantern
Our approach for solving the adiabaticity problem is therefore by using reduced
cladding fibres, Fig. 9-8. To make our N = 6 mode-selective photonic lantern, we
first drew six reduced-cladding fibres, with ODs between 33 to 48 µm, from a common
step-index preform with NA = 0.11 and a cladding/core diameter ratio of  = 4.
The measured second-mode cut-oﬀ wavelength of the largest fibre was 1450 nm. In
principle the fibres could all be spliced to standard SMF with low loss, despite their
diﬀering sizes, because the mode field diameter of step-index fibre is insensitive to
core size around V = 2 [90].
Figure 9-8 Cross-sectional micrographs, to the same scale, of
(left) a standard SMF (Corning SMF-28, 125 µm OD) and (right)
a reduced-cladding fibre (39 µm OD). The fibres have similar cores.
After fabricating our 6 dissimilar fibres we followed the same procedure as the
three-mode mode-selective photonic lantern in Chapter 8 to make the device. The
fibres were placed together in a fluorine doped jacket (NA = 0.22) and tapered down
to a MM output core with diameter of 13 µm. The MM core is made from the fused
fibres and the cladding from the fluorine doped silica. By tapering the structure
by 12x we are making sure that the individual cores of the fibre no longer guide
light. The taper transition was linear in profile and L = 2 cm long, which was short
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compared to L = 6 cm and 4 cm for the mode-group-selective photonic lanterns of
[82].
Figure 9-9 Top - Schematic of a six-mode mode-selective photonic
lantern. Bottom - Micrographs (same scale) of cleaved cross-sections
along the taper transition. The final waist was 13 µm across and the
transition length was 2 cm long.
To test whether light coupled in each of the fibres excites a diﬀerent pure mode
at the output, light from a supercontinuum source was passed through a 1550 nm
bandpass filter (= 10 nm) and coupled into each of the input fibres. The taper
transition was coated with colloidal graphite to strip cladding modes.
Near-field images at the multimode output, Fig. 9-10, showed light distributions
that looked like pure modes. The largest input fibre excited (what looked like) the
LP01 mode, the next two in size excited orthogonal LP11 modes, the next two excited
orthogonal LP21 modes, and finally the smallest excited the LP02 mode (though with
some apparent admixture of LP31 mode). The experiments were repeated for 1650
nm, yielding similar mode patterns as expected.
The apparent admixture of LP31 mode for the last fibre might be due to the
original position of the fibres at the structure. The fibres formed a ring around the
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centre. As we discussed in Chapter 4, the position of the cores at the multicore
structure is important to have a match between number and also order of modes. As
the smallest fibre was placed at the outer ring, we would expect the LP31 mode to
be more preferable due to symmetry rather than the LP02 mode at the MM output
core. On the other hand if the smallest fibre was placed at the centre of the structure
we would expect a perfect excitation of the LP12 mode. To accurately simulate the
output of the device, an optical micrograph is traced using vector image editing
software. The vector file was then imported in an FEM solver [67]. We simulated
the structure and calculated the intensity distributions of its 6 lowest-order modes.
These are presented in Fig. 9-10 and confirm our hypothesis that the excited pattern
of the last fibre has some admixture of LP31 mode.















Figure 9-10 (left) Micrographs of the reduced-cladding fibres used
to make the N = 6,  = 4 photonic lantern, labelled by their ODs.
(centre) Near-field intensity patterns at the output of the lantern, for
(respectively) light of wavelengths 1550 and 1650 nm in each fibre,
labelled by the modes expected from adiabatic propagation. The
1650 nm LP02 image has been enhanced. (right) Simulated intensity
distributions of the modes of the output structure, labelled by the
modes expected from adiabatic propagation.
The loss was measured for inputs in the 39, 42, 45 and 48 µm core fibres to
be 0.4 dB in all cases. The other two fibres were too short for reliable cut-back
measurements.
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For comparison we also fabricated a mode multiplexer using SMFs with  = 10.
This is a reduced cladding compared to SMF-28, but not as much reduced as the
fibres used in the preceding device. Instead of drawing the fibres ourselves, we took
a commercial SMF with an OD of 80 µm but otherwise matching standard telecoms
fibre (Thorlabs SM1250G80), and uniformly pre-tapered 5 pieces to yield 6 fibres
with ODs equally-distributed between 80 and 60 µm. A photonic lantern was made
from these fibres as before (though using a bigger capillary), and the measurements
were repeated, Fig. 9-11. In this case the output patterns do not look like pure
modes with apparent mode mixing especially in the last two cases.
80	μm 76	μm 72	μm
68	μm 64	μm 60	μm
Figure 9-11 (left) Near-field intensity patterns at the output of an
N = 6,  = 10 photonic lantern for light of wavelength 1550 nm in
each input fibre, labelled by the diameters of the input fibres. (right)
Micrographs, to the same scale, of cleaved cross-sections (top) in the
taper transition and (bottom) at the final waist. The waist was 25 µm
across and the transition length was 2 cm.
9.5 N = 10 Mode-Selective Photonic Lantern
In Section 9.4, we demonstrated it is possible to increase N with low loss using
reduced cladding fibres. The next set of modes, considering mode groups, is N = 10.
To make an N = 10 mode-selective photonic lantern, we needed 10 reduced-cladding
fibres. Supplementing our existing 6 reduced-cladding fibres with 4 more would
make the smallest fibre 21 µm in diameter, which is too small to practically handle
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or thread into a capillary. Instead we drew 10 fibres with diameters between 70 to
115 µm using the same step-index preform as before. These are reduced-cladding
fibres, even though the ODs are relatively large, because the cladding/core diameter
ratio  = 4 is still much smaller than that of a standard SMF. Although the fibres are
now multimode with cores of 20 µm diameter, propagation in only the fundamental
mode (and splice compatibility with standard SMFs) can be ensured by tapering
their input ends to an OD of 40 µm.
To make the N = 10 device, we followed the same procedure as before by thread-
ing the fibres into an F-doped silica capillary (NA=0.22, relative to silica) and then
fusing and tapering them together to form a photonic lantern with a 15 µm diameter
multimode output core, Fig. 9-12. The transition was 6 cm long with a non-linear
profile to assist adiabaticity. We customised it so that the shallowest part was where
the modes spread to the cladding (nsilica, Fig. 9-7) which is where the transition is
most susceptible to mode coupling [3, 32]. The taper transition was also coated with
colloidal graphite to strip cladding modes.









Figure 9-12 (a) Schematic of a 10 mode-selective photonic lantern
multiplexer. (b) Micrographs, to the same scale, of cleaved cross-
sections along the taper transition of the N = 10 lantern. The final
waist was 15 µm across and the transition length was 6 cm. (c) The
target profile (z) of the taper transition.
Near-field images (Fig. 9-13) at the multimode output at 1550 nm were captured
using the same setup as for the previous device. As before, the measured intensity
patterns look like the expected pure LP modes in most cases, with some imperfec-
tions. For example, the 75 µm OD fibre excited a rather asymmetric pattern that
looks somewhat diﬀerent from the LP12 mode of a circular core. To explore whether
this is due to mode coupling in a non-adiabatic transition, a similar exercise to the
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N=6 device was repeated for the output structure of this device. We traced the shape
of the output multimode core (formed from the fusion of the 10 input fibres) from
an optical micrograph, and calculated the intensity distributions of its 10 lowest-
order modes using an FEM solver. These are presented in Fig. 9-13 alongside the
corresponding measured output patterns, which they closely resemble. We therefore
believe that the lantern did indeed generate pure modes of the irregularly-shaped
output core, along an adiabatic transition.























Figure 9-13 (left) Micrographs of the reduced-cladding fibres used
to make the N = 10,  = 4 photonic lantern, labelled by their ODs.
(centre) Near-field intensity patterns at the output of the lantern, for
1550 nm light in each fibre. (right) Simulated intensity distributions




In this Chapter, we reported six-mode and ten-mode mode-selective photonic lanterns
made from reduced-cladding fibres. Light in each input fibre excited a diﬀerent mode
at the output depending on the original size of the core. The behaviour of both
lanterns is consistent with adiabatic propagation, in which case they function in a
fully mode-selective manner. They also operate in a broadband range of wavelengths,
at least between 1550 - 1650 nm. The insertion loss for the N = 6 lantern was around
0.4 dB.
Our results experimentally confirm the theoretically-predicted benefits of using
reduced-cladding fibres to enhance adiabaticity. The transition length of our N =
6 mode-selective lantern was short compared with the corresponding 4 - 6 cm tran-
sition length of mode-group-selective lantern made using standard SMFs or graded-
index fibres [82], even though adiabaticity is easier to achieve in mode-group-selective
lanterns for a given N than in fully mode-selective lanterns. The practical limit of
such devices is the need to satisfy the adiabatic criterion (Section 9.2). Multiplexing
more modes will result in smaller  spread but also a larger area, both of which
will cause an increase to the required transition length. Soon the transition length
becomes impractically large to fabricate. This is true for both mode-selective and
mode-group selective photonic lanterns.
We expect that the mode purity can be improved by optimising the positions
of the fibres inside the capillary; symmetry is important for higher-order modes in
photonic lanterns [40, 42]. Our incompletely-controlled method for positioning the
fibres inside the capillary produced voids part-way along the transitions of both
our mode-selective lanterns, Figs. 9-9 and 9-12, which is likely to encourage mode
coupling where the void collapses. In contrast, we would expect the microstructure
template technique of [42] to provide much better precision. Also, although our
output patterns are consistent with pure modes of irregular cores, a better match
to the modes of practical few-mode fibres would result from output cores that are
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more circular, though some residual broken symmetry remains necessary to lift the




In Chapters 8 and 9, we described photonic lanterns made from step-index fibres.
The fibres were threaded into a fluorine doped capillary and then were fused and
tapered together forming a multimode output core. The devices were all mode-
selective with dissimilar fibres, and their purpose was to excite individual modes and
increase the data capacity transmitted through fibre networks.
However, the original photonic lantern proposed in 2005 [4] was non-mode-
selective. The initial purpose of that lantern was in the field of astrophotonics
[91, 92]. This investigates the development of photonic devices that can be used
in astronomical applications. There are a few diﬀerent types of photonic lanterns,
described in Chapter 4.
In this Chapter, we will investigate the multifibre type #2 non-mode-selective
lantern. In contrast to the photonic lanterns described in earlier Chapters (Chapters
8 and 9), where we used diﬀerent in size fibres to achieve mode selectivity, for this
device we will use fibres that have the same size. Thus, each fibre should excite an
orthogonal combination of several modes at the output of the lantern. A type #2
photonic lantern can be made by taking several identical fibres, placing them in a
fluorine doped tube and then fusing and tapering them down. As before the fluorine
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doped jacket has a lower refractive index than silica and so forms the cladding of a
multimode fibre whose core comprises the original fibres fused and tapered together.
To our knowledge the maximum number of separate fibres used to form a photonic
lantern is 61 [93]. The initial size of the structure was 1.25 mm and it was tapered
down 10x to yield a 100 µm MM output core, Fig. 10-1. The fibres used for the
photonic lantern in [93] had a 125 µm outer diameter.
Figure 10-1 (a) Schematic of the fabricated type #2 Photonic
Lantern. (b) Cross-sectional microscope image of MM output core of
the photonic lantern. [93]
Our goal for this experiment was to attempt to fabricate a photonic lantern with
more fibres. For our photonic lantern, instead of using standard step-index fibres,
the device was made using reduced-cladding fibres similar to the devices in Chapter
9. The diﬀerence is that here, all fibres had the same outer diameter (42 µm). Using
thinner fibres we can stack more fibres in the same size capillary, Fig. 10-2.
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85 x 40 μm37 x 60 μm19 x 80 μm
Figure 10-2 Schematic of multifibre structures made from diﬀer-
ent size fibres. An increase of the total number of fibres stacked to-
gether using the same size capillary can be achieved by using reduced
cladding fibres.
10.2 Experimental Results
To make the photonic lantern, we followed a similar procedure to the mode-selective
photonic lanterns discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. First, we drew a few metres of
reduced cladding fibre (OD: 42 µm). The fibre was drawn from the same preform
used for the reduced cladding fibres in Chapter 9. The 42 µm fibre has the same core
size as a standard SMF, Fig.10-3.
Figure 10-3 Cross-sectional optical micrographs of (a) standard
telecom fibre with an outer diameter of 125 µm (b) a reduced cladding
fibre with an outer diameter of 42 µm and the same core size as the
SMF.
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To form the photonic lantern, 88 fibres were threaded in a fluorine doped jacket
(ID/OD = 630/900 µm) and tapered down 12x to an output MM core. At the
output MM core, the individual cores no longer guide light. Any cladding light was
suppressed by applying colloidal graphite on the outside of the device. After tapering,
the output MM core was irregular, Fig. 10-4 but still should support enough modes
to work as expected (based on calculations for a circular MM step-index core).
The core was irregular because the fibres used were thin (42 µm) and diﬃcult
to stack. Electrostatic forces prevented the fibres from forming a tight stack. Also,
because the fibres were very thin and flexible, they can twist around each other and
cause gaps in the structure. These two eﬀects together are the likely cause of this
output core shape.
Figure 10-4 Diﬀerent cross-sectional micrographs (same scale) of
a N=88 type #2 photonic lantern made from reduced cladding fibres.
The MM core (right) is  60 µm in diameter.
To test the device, 1550 nm light was coupled to a few individual reduced cladding
fibres in turn and an IR camera was used to capture the near-field intensity pattern of
the MM core. Fig. 10-5 shows typical near-field intensity patterns from light coupled
to two of those fibres. The intensity pattern allowed us to examine the multicore to
multimode behaviour of the device. The photonic lantern is formed from 88 fibres,
so for an arbitrary excitation of modes we would expect the features of the near-field
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pattern to have size similar to 1/88 of the core area. We believe that the near-field
patterns, Fig. 10-5, have the expected spatial frequency.
Figure 10-5 Near-field intensity patterns of a 88 fibre photonic
lantern. Light coupled to diﬀerent reduced cladding fibres produces
a diﬀerent intensity pattern at the MM output.
The multimode to multicore behaviour was also investigated. To do so, the
reduced cladding fibres forming the MM core had to be aligned to be viewed simul-
taneously. The individual fibres were covered with superglue and then "stacked" on
a microscope slide, as shown in Fig. 10-6. We attempted to place the fibres as close
as possible next to each other and equally spaced to be able to inspect the output.
This was quite diﬃcult as the fibres were covered with glue and very flexible so the
result was imperfect. By cleaving all the fibres, we formed a multifibre output in one
plane.
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Figure 10-6 Reduced cladding fibres glued on a microscope slide
and then cleaved at the end forming a multifibre output in one plane.
The fibres are not equally spaced.
For this experiment, a photonic crystal fibre with 3 µm core, mimicking a point
source, coupled to a 1550 nm laser was used as a source. The fibre was butt-coupled
with the MM end of the photonic lantern. Using an IR camera with a camera lens
attached, the output from the multifibre end was captured, Fig.10-7, while we moved
the source fibre across the MM end. As expected, by moving the source across the
core, the pattern of illuminated fibres change. This confirms the expected operation
of the device; we would expect that by changing the position of the source fibre,
diﬀerent combination of modes will be excited.
Fig. 10-7 shows the multifibre output near-field mode patterns for two diﬀerent
positions of the source fibre.
Figure 10-7 Illuminated multifibre output. For diﬀerent input po-
sitions, a diﬀerent set of fibres illuminate (top and bottom).
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10.3 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we described the operation of an 88 multifibre photonic lantern.
The photonic lantern was made by threading 88 fibres in a fluorine doped capillary
and tapering down to an output core. To our knowledge, 88 is the largest number of
fibres stacked together to form a photonic lantern. This was enabled by the use of
reduced cladding fibres.
The behaviour of the device was tested for both transitions, multimode to mul-
tifibre and vice versa. By coupling light from a butt-coupled source fibre to the MM
end and moving that across the MM core, diﬀerent illuminated fibre combinations
of the multifibre end were observed confirming the behaviour of the device. Such





The response of the optical system to a point source is called the point-spread func-
tion (PSF) [37, 94]. For a diﬀraction-limited telescope, where image spread is only
caused by diﬀraction, all the light in principle can be collected by a SMF and fed
to a spectrograph [95]. However atmospheric turbulence distorts an astronomical
wavefront [96]; an eﬀect called "seeing". This will have an additional eﬀect on the
PSF beyond the eﬀect of diﬀraction; the light becomes multimode and will no longer
be able to be completely collected by a SMF. This spread can be described by [95]:
M = ( focusDT =4)
2 (11.1)
where M is the number of modes that form the telescope PSF, DT is the telescope
diameter,  is the wavelength of light and focus is the angular size of the (seeing
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2 (11.2)
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where seeing is the additional eﬀect of the atmospheric turbulence and =DT is the
resolving power of the telescope [97].
In order to collect all the light from the telescope, the number of modes that
form the PSF have to be matched by a fibre i.e. a multimode fibre. However, when
a spectrograph is fed by a multimode optical fibre, changes in the light distribution
across the fibre core become changes in the angles of incidence at the dispersive
element (such as a diﬀraction grating or prism) and hence changes in the recorded
spectrographic line-function, Fig. 11-1(left). The modal noise therefore becomes
spectral noise.
(a) (b)
Figure 11-1 A schematic of a "pseudo-slit" reformatter. The
modes of a MM input (a) are reformatted into modes of a linear
array (b). For one direction, the modes of (b) diﬀract in a constant
angle. On the other hand, the modes of (a) diﬀract to diﬀerent angles.
For high-resolution spectroscopy, the accurate determination of the central wave-
length is very important. For such applications the modal noise becomes an issue
and needs to be eliminated [98]. One way to correct this eﬀect is to use adaptive
optics (AO) which can produce a diﬀraction limited PSF [97]. Nevertheless, the
complexity of the AO system increases as the square of DT [99].
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Another way to eliminate the spectral noise is by splitting the multimode light
between single-mode waveguides (image slicing) [100]. The reformatting can be
achieved using a photonic lantern, followed by aligning the waveguides into a lin-
ear ribbon array of SMFs, to yield a "pseudo-slit" that can be placed at the input
to a spectrograph. The modal noise in the input fibre is distributed along the slit,
with a constant diﬀraction-limited distribution in the direction of dispersion across
the slit [101].
This idea has been implemented in 3D integrated waveguides written by ultrafast
laser inscription (ULI) for an input of 36 modes [99]. This "photonic dicer" (Fig.
11-2) is versatile and highly scalable, and the waveguides can be packed much closer
together than a ribbon of fibres [95]. However, ULI waveguides are lossy compared to
fibres, and the connection to multimode fibre can convert modal noise into intensity
noise [98, 102].
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Figure 11-2 Integrated photonic dicer schematic. (a) Transmis-
sion microscope image of the 6 x 6 array multimode input facet.
Mode image of input facet when excited using monochromatic light
at (b) 1320 nm and (c) 1580 nm. (d) Schematic diagram showing the
colour-coded trajectories of the optical waveguides that constitute the
photonic dicer. Mode image of the pseudo-slit when the input facet
is injected using monochromatic light at (e) 1320 nm and (f) 1580
nm. (g) Transmission microscope image of the pseudo-slit where the
reformatted diﬀraction-limited output is formed. Scale bar for each
image represents 50 µm. [99]
In this Chapter we demonstrate an all-fibre pseudo-slit reformatter comprising a
6-mode photonic lantern followed by a taper transition to a pseudo-slit made from
six fused fibres. Light from the photonic lantern should evolve to modes of the
pseudo-slit reformatter, resulting a diﬀraction limited pattern in one direction.
11.2 Structure and Operation
The device consisted of a MM port, a section comprising 6 bare fibres and a refor-
matter section where the fibres formed a MM pseudo-slit core, Fig. 11-3.
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Figure 11-3 (a) Schematic reformatter comprising a clad photonic
lantern with a roughly-circular input core connected via 6 SMFs to
an unclad photonic lantern with a 15x88 µm slit-shaped output core.
The dummy fibre is unconnected. (b-d) Micrographs (same scale) of
the input and intermediate cross-sections of the first lantern and the
output of the second lantern, respectively.
For the first multimode (MM) to multicore (MC) transition, a non-mode-selective
photonic lantern was made using a fluorine-doped silica capillary (ID = 390 µm)
containing 6 single-mode telecoms fibres (Corning SMF28e) and one core-less dummy
fibre (both fibres OD = 125 µm). The structure was tapered down and cleaved
yielding the MM input port. The MM core had a diameter of 10 µm and supported
6 modes at 1550 nm. It was made from the 7 fibres fused together whereas the
fluorine doped jacket (NA = 0.22) acted as the cladding of the MM core.
The next step was to made the other end of the reformatter. In order to make the
MC to pseudo-slit transition, an unusual rectangular v-groove for our taper rig was
designed and fabricated. The v-groove was made from two separate pieces, a plain
block and a block milled slightly at one side as shown in Fig. 11-4. By combining
these two blocks, a rectangular slit which is roughly 130 µm wide and 800 µm deep
was formed. The 6 SMFs were taped down and held firmly through this rectangular
v-groove causing them to unavoidably come into parallel contact with each other.
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Figure 11-4 Taper rig v-groove made from two diﬀerent blocks
together (130x800 µm)
The fibres were heated with the flame and stretched to fuse them together and
taper them down. The waist was then cleaved forming an unusual lantern with an
unclad slit-shaped output port of cross-section 15x88 µm, Fig. 11-3(d). We believe
this to be the biggest number of fibres that were fused and tapered together to form
a linear array. Previous reported linear tapered structures operate as beam splitters,
though with fewer fibres and not cleaved to form an output [103, 104].
An important note is that 7 fibres actually were used to make the 6 mode mul-
tiplexer. One of those fibres was a dummy core-less fibre and therefore it would not
guide any light. The dummy fibre was placed in the structure of the photonic lantern
in order to fill the gap and form a hexagonal ring pattern as shown in Fig. 11-3(c).
Following the discussion in Section 4.3, the dummy fibre was intentionally placed at
the outer ring and not at the centre making sure that there is a match between the
number and the order of the modes supported by the MM output core of the lantern
and the multi-fibre structure.
The two structures were then spliced together at the 6 SM ports to produce the
reformatter.
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11.3 Pseudo-Slit Reformatter Device
A photonic crystal fibre with a 3 µm core, mimicking a point source, was coupled
to a 1550 nm laser. The fibre was butt coupled to the multimode input port of the
reformatter. The source fibre was moved in 5 µm steps over a 20x20 µm grid, and
near- and far-field intensity patterns at the pseudo-slit output were captured using an
IR camera, Fig. 11-5(c). For each pattern, net intensity profiles across and along the
slit were plotted by summing up the pixel values along the orthogonal axes (referred
to as x and y respectively), Fig. 11-5(a,b). The intensity profiles across the slit (x)
remain constant, while along the slit (y) the profiles change rapidly. This indicates
that all of the variability in the multimode input has been dumped into the direction
along the slit, eliminating modal noise from the direction across the slit where the
distribution appears diﬀraction-limited.
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Figure 11-5 Normalised far-field (top) and near-field (bottom) in-
tensity profiles (a) across x and (b) along y at the output pseudo-slit,
for point-like excitation at (colours) diﬀerent input positions at 1550
nm. The small peak at the right end of (a, top) corresponds to some
dead pixels in the camera. (c) Typical images for one input posi-
tion. The near-field plots in (a) have been aligned to compensate for
accidental sample movement.
The response is very similar at  = 1310 nm, Fig. 11-6, confirming the broadband
operation expected from adiabatic devices.
We separately measured the losses of the reformatter and the photonic lantern
for the SM to MM direction for both cases, using the cut-back method. The insertion
loss of the entire reformatter was found to be 1 dB.




















Figure 11-6 Normalised far-field (a,b) and near-field (c,d) intensity
profiles (left) across x and (right) along y at the output pseudo-slit,
for point-like excitation at (colours) diﬀerent input positions at 1310
nm. The plots in (c) have been aligned to compensate for accidental
sample movement.
11.4 Replacing the Reformatter with a Photonic Lantern
A multimode fibre that supports the same number of modes can be used as a com-
parison to observe how the modal distribution of a circular output core changes for
diﬀerent inputs. A generic MM fibre that support 6 modes could be used, Fig. 11-7.
Ideally though we would like a fibre that has an identical input core (same NA and
shape) as our photonic lantern. This will allow us to have a reliable comparison.
It will ensure that our input is the same and thus any diﬀerences on the output
behaviour of the device are due to the circular core shape.
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We therefore fabricated another photonic lantern identical with the input lantern
in Fig. 11-3(b-c) and use it to replace the reformatter of Fig.11-3(d), as shown in
Fig. 11-7.
Figure 11-7 Schematic of (top) lantern to lantern transition and a
(bottom) a MM fibre with same core size as the photonic lantern. We
can imagine the photonic lantern as a MM fibre with a MC region in
the middle.
This device allowed us to compare the variations of the modal pattern for a
circular MM output and our linear pseudo-slit output. We used the same procedure
to characterise this device.
In contrast to the results of Fig 11-5 in Fig. 11-8, we observed variations in the
intensity profiles for both directions (x and y).



























Figure 11-8 Normalised far-field (top) and near-field (bottom) in-
tensity profiles (a) across x and (b) along y at the output MM core
of a photonic lantern, for point-like excitation at (colours) diﬀerent
input positions.(c) Typical images for one input position.
11.5 Further Work
The number of modes in this demonstration is much smaller than in the ULI photonic
dicer [99], which is also a more scalable device. However, the results prove the concept
of an all-fibre pseudo-slit reformatter, with lower loss than a ULI reformatter and a
much more compact output than is possible with a ribbon of fibres [101],
By fabricating v-grooves for more fibres we can achieve reformatters made from
more fibres. As shown in Fig. 11-9, we managed to fabricate an 11 fibre pseudo-slit.
Although we did not manage to successfully cleave it and optically characterise it,
we showed that it is possible to increase the number of fibres. Therefore, it should be
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possible to make reformatters with 15 or 21 fibres (considering mode-groups). These
experiments were carried out with K. Harrington.
Figure 11-9 First attempt at an 11 fibre pseudo-slit. (a-c) cross-
sectional micrographs of the structure (diﬀerent focuses). (d) A
composite image of (a-c), showing 11 fibres. The structure was
420x40 µm.
It should also be possible to fabricate a PCF alternative using the hole control
technique (Section 3.2.2) to modify the structure of a PCF to consist of a linear core
at one end and a circular core at the other with a MC region in between, as shown in
Fig. 11-10. The device can be made by firstly collapsing holes of an ordinary PCF
to extent the original core. By selecting diﬀerent holes and heat treading adjacent
regions of the PCF, we can then walk away the holes to form the MC region, as
shown in Fig. 11-10. The MM core can then be formed by collapsing all the holes
between the cores of the MC region.
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Figure 11-10 An alternative PCF device for a psuedo-slit refor-
matter. This device can be made using the hole control technique.
11.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter we investigated an all-fibre tapered pseudo-slit mode reformatter.
The device is made from a standard photonic lantern at one end and a linear tapered
pseudo-slit at the other. The device converts the modes of a multimode core to the




In this thesis, we investigated all-fibre devices that can be used for mode munipula-
tion. These devices consist of an input and an output system connected adiabatically
through a transition. We investigated the properties of adiabaticity (Section 3.3.1)
and how it is crucial for the operation of the devices described here. We also de-
scribed ways to enhance adiabaticity (Chapter 9).
Many of the devices described in this thesis work in a mode-selective regime.
Diﬀerent inputs excite diﬀerent pure modes at the output. In Chapters 5, 8 and 9,
we reported mode-selective photonic lanterns. These devices adiabatically connect
several dissimilar cores to a multimode output core. Each core has a diﬀerent prop-
agation constant at the input and therefore excites a diﬀerent mode at the output.
We showed how we can fabricate such devices in PCFs or using step-index fibres and
we reported devices that can multiplex up to 10 modes.
A diﬀerent type of mode-selective device is described in Chapter 6. It has two
dissimilar cores (a SM core and a large parasitic core) in a line at the input. These
cores are merged adiabatically to a ribbon output core. Light from the SM input
core is converted to a diﬀerent order ribbon mode at the output. The relationship
between the SM core and the order of the converted output mode is dependent on
the number of modes guided by the parasitic core which have higher propagation
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constants than the mode of the SM core. By changing the size of the parasitic core,
we can convert the light to a diﬀerent order ribbon mode.
In Chapter 10, we report a type #2 photonic lantern made from 88 reduced-
cladding fibres. To our knowledge 88 is the largest number of individual fibres stacked
together to form a photonic lantern.
The final device described in this thesis (Chapter 11) is an irregular photonic
lantern consists of a MM port in one end a pseudoslit rectangular core in the other.
The pseudoslit core is made by fusing and tapering 6 SMFs in a line. This device
produces a diﬀraction limited output pattern in one direction, despite the presence
of multiple modes.
The devices in this thesis can be used in a variety of applications. Firstly, the
mode-selective devices can be used in telecommunications as a way to increase the
data capacity of fibre networks. In space division multiplexing, we can use the modes
of a MM fibre as diﬀerent data channels. Mode-selective photonic lanterns can act
as mode multiplexers and excite the modes independently. Secondly, the pseudoslit
reformatter can be used to eﬃciently fed MM light to a spectrograph without modal
noise. This device converts the light to a diﬀraction-limited pattern in one direction.
Finally, the ribbon mode convertors can be used to convert light to individual higher-
order modes. The light can then be coupled to "designed" large rectangular core fibre
amplifiers. This will allow us to overcome thermal issues and deliver high peak power
laser light.
In this thesis we have described all-fibre devices made using either PCFs or SMFs.
Although the PCF devices are excellent for proof of concept and developing the idea,
they need a special type of fan-out to interface with ordinary SMFs. On the other
hand, devices made using SMFs are compatible with most optical equipment. There-
fore, we believe that the devices that will have the most impact into modern tech-
nology are the ones that use SMFs. For example, mode-selective photonic lanterns
can be used as mode multiplexers/demultiplexers to increase the data capacity of the
fibre networks. It is already demonstrated in transmission experiments [61, 62] that
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the use of photonic lanterns can increase the data capacity of fibre networks. For
those experiments, photonic lanterns were used to couple light in and out of a MM
fibre and the diﬀerent inputs of the photonic lantern were used as independent data
channels. This increased the total number of data channels transmitted simultane-
ously in the fibre and therefore the transmission capacity of the fibre network. For
these experiments standard photonic lanterns [61] and mode-group selective lanterns
[62] were used. In these types of photonic lantern, each input fibre excites an or-
thogonal combination of modes (Section 8.2) rather than a pure mode, therefore
MIMO-DSP (Section 5.1) needs to be applied in order to extract the data from the
system. Furthermore, in order to operate, the MIMO-DSP process uses some of the
capacity of the fibre network. Another important point is that the complexity of the
MIMO-DSP increases with the number of inputs (i.e. number of supported modes).
The photonic lanterns presented in this thesis (Chapters 8 and 9) are mode-
selective and therefore each input excites a pure mode at the output. In theory
mode-selective lanterns do not require the use of MIMO-DSP, therefore we believe
that for the same number of inputs the devices described in this thesis can at least
operate as well as the ones described in [61, 62]. The devices presented in this thesis
could be a standard component in future internet hubs.
Another important device described in this thesis is the pseudoslit reformatter
which can potentially be used in astrophotonics applications as a way to collect as
much light as possible from a telescope. Many of these applications operate in low-
light conditions and therefore "every photon counts". Although the device presented
in this thesis increases the amount of light collected compared to a SMF system,
for an actual working telescope it would be desirable to have as large input core as
possible to collect more light. The core of the device described in this thesis is made
using 6 SMFs, increasing the number of fibres from 6 to 17 or 21 (i.e. increasing
the number of supported modes of the MM core) could be suﬃcient for a working
telescope. A MM core that supports 17 or 21 modes rather than 6 modes will be
inheritably bigger. In order to have a low loss operation, a match between the number
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of modes and the number of fibres is needed (Section 4.3). Therefore, the other end
of the reformatter needs to be made using also 17 or 21 fibres. Photonic lanterns
made from stacking more than 21 SMFs, and therefore supporting more than 21
modes, are already demonstrated [93], thus the limitation of this device is not on the
size of the input core but rather on the size and dimensions of the pseudoslit end.
The cost of the detector used for astrophotonic applications increases rapidly with
increasing width. A practical (and cost eﬃcient) maximum limit for a device made
using SMFs might be 17 or 21 fibres. To make such a device a new v groove (such as
the one shown in Fig. 11-4) needs to be fabricated and the tapering process needs
to be optimised. From a practical point of view, forcing 17 or 21 fibres to come into
parallel contact and taper them down to form a pseudoslit core is definitely more
challenging compared to 6, although we still believe that a 17 or 21 fibre device
is definitely feasible to fabricate. Such a low-loss device can be used in a ground-
based telescope to demonstrate its operation in eliminating the modal noise from the
system [95] and therefore solving a major problem in ground-based astronomy [105].
We believe that by further investigating the behaviour of these devices, potential
applications in new areas such as sensing and imaging can also be exploited.
Appendix A
Recipe Book
This appendix provides a basic guideline of the diﬀerent parameters used to fabricate
the devices presented in this thesis. The recipes (shown in Tables A.2 and A.3) were
used in the in-house taper rig software (Section 3.2). Some of these recipes are made
in multiple stages and the parameters used for each stage are also included in this
section.
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But. Recorded butane flow rate (in sccm - standard cubic centime-
tres per minute) of the mass flow controller used to control
the flow of butane through the taper rig system
Oxy. Recorded oxygen value (in sccm) of the mass flow controller
used to control the flow of oxygen through the taper rig
system
Pres Recorded pressure (in bar) of the gas cell system used to
pressurise the holes of a PCF
Init. Initial diameter (in µm) of the fibre device
End End diameter (in µm) of the fibre device
U Burner speed (mm/min)
V Elongation rate (mm/min)
Table A.1 List of notations
Chapter Fibre Stage But. Oxy. Pres. Init. End U V
5 PCF A 1st 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
2nd 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
5 PCF B 1st 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
2nd 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
6 PCF A 1st 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
2nd 8.9 25.6 3 125 120.5 240 1.2
6 PCF C 1st 8.1 23.2 5.2 125 120.5 240 1.4
2nd 8.1 23.2 5.2 125 120.5 240 1.4
Table A.2 Parameters for PCF devices in Chapters 5 - 6
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Chapter Device Stage But. Oxy. Init. End U V
7 - 1st 19.6 59.4 900 880 12 0.6
2nd 13.5 39.8 880 560 96 6
560 400 96 12
400 240 96 24
240 80 96 48
8 N=3 1st 11.6 33.8 230 224 12 0.6
2nd 8.1 23.8 224 20 96 12
9 N=6 1st 9.6 28.1 160 156 12 0.6
2nd 8.8 25.8 156 130 96 6
130 91 96 12
91 65 96 24
65 13 96 36
9 N=10 1st 13.5 39.8 370 360 12 0.6
2nd 9.3 27.8 360 330 96 6
330 270 96 12
270 150 96 24
150 90 96 36
90 15 96 48
10 - 1st 25 73 900 870 12 0.6
2nd 15.4 45.3 870 350 96 24
350 140 96 36
140 70 96 48
11 Pseudoslit - 15 45.3 125 105 30 3
105 70 30 6
70 40 60 12
40 10 96 24
11 Photonic Lantern 1st 12.3 36 385 375 12 0.6
2nd 9.6 28 375 200 96 12
200 100 96 24
100 10 96 36
Table A.3 Parameters for devices in Chapters 7 - 11
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